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Always bear in mind that 

your own resolution to 
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FOREWORD 

 

Dear Parents,  

Education is often mistaken to mean literacy and academics alone. A 
Perfect score of 100% even in humanities, let alone the sciences, is 
now considered to be the final measure of success. As technology steps 
in with major interventions and the world ushers in new paradigms of 
learning, school education now seems set for a major overhaul in ways 
that we prepare our future generations for life as professionals and 
productive and useful members of the civil society.  

Even more importantly, the schools have evolved as social 
organizations, co-extensive with families and communities and together 
they address the challenges of development of the child; physically, 
intellectually, spiritually, academically and emotionally. To protect and 
promote the development of each student, schools and families must 
accept responsibility of maintaining conditions conducive to the 
development of intellectual, academic, physical and emotional health of 
all students.  

As a leader in school education, Delhi Public School Ghaziabad Society 
is reaching out to build vibrant partnerships with families and 
communities. It will focus on creating structures, opportunities and 
events that will bring stakeholders together. Put together, they bring a 
wealth of expertise and experience and we need to harness that in the 
teaching-learning cycles. Families learn a lot about their children's 
needs and learn to work collaboratively, as they navigate complex 
systems.  

The society may further assist families with parenting skills, family 
support, understanding child and adolescent development, and setting 
home conditions to support learning at each age and grade level. 
Schools become an extended family and families provide learning 
opportunities to their wards, in sync with curricula for scholastic and co-
scholastic outcomes.  

As we step into the academic session 2021-22, we assume that 
students, parents, teachers and community would Connect with 
Curriculum-In & Out of Classrooms. We unleash force multipliers and 
optimize learning through real world experiences from our peers and 
mentors, in addition to classroom experience. It is this spirit and 
cooperation that we bring to this almanac that also provides a clear 
understanding of what the school; its teachers and students are trying 
to achieve. 
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The policies, rules, code of conduct, instructions and advisories 
enshrined herein are all designed to promote the wholesome 
development of every child in the school and it is important that you 
commit yourself to such policies so that every student can not only learn 
and perform better, but also become a very useful and productive 
member of the larger Indian community. 
 
To ensure that you and your ward derives full value from the school, 
this almanac lists out some important policies and a framework of 
working relationship amongst all the stakeholders; the school, parents 
and the student hereby commit themselves irrevocably to comply with 
and be bound by letter and spirit of such policies. 
 

 

DPSG SOCIETY 
 
We have carefully read the school rules, policies, norms and 
procedures as contained herein. In addition the school may issue 
directions, instructions and advisories from time to time. We hereby 
agree to abide with all policies, rules, procedures, directions, 
instructions and advisories. We will also ensure that our child/ward 
conforms to the expected standards of good behavior, academic 
pursuits and general conduct as a student at the DPSG Schools. 
 
 
 

_______________        ________________      __________________ 

Student’s Signature       Mother’s Signature        Father’s Signature 

Name___________       Name____________       Name_____________ 

Admission No____      Address__________        Address___________ 

Class _________       _______________            __________________ 

        _______________            _________________ 

 

 

 

______________________ 
            Class Teacher’s Signature                
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A BRIEF HISTORY OF  
THE SOCIETY AND SCHOOLS 

 

The Delhi Public School Ghaziabad Society was conceived, founded 
and promoted by Mr. Om Pathak, IAS, the then District Magistrate of 
Ghaziabad with support from Delhi Public School Society presided over 
by Sh. Dharamvira, ICS and Lt. Colonel (Retd.) Dr. GPS Waraich, the 
then Principal of DPS, Mathura Road, New Delhi. Sh. Dharamvira, 
President of the Delhi Public School Society, New Delhi and Col. Sadhu 
Singh who were first President and Secretary respectively of the Delhi 
Public School Ghaziabad Society. 

The DPSG Society is currently chaired by Mr. Om Pathak. 

 

ABOUT THE SCHOOLS 

 

Delhi Public School Ghaziabad, Meerut Road, commenced 
operations in a hired building in Raj Nagar on the 5th September 1980. 
The foundation stone of the new building was laid on the 19th of April, 
1981 and soon thereafter, the school shifted to its present locale. The 
school has made steady progress over the past 40 years. Since its 
affiliation to the CBSE in 1985, 31 batches of class XII have passed 
through the portals of the school. DPSG is the first school in NCR to get 
ISO 9001:2008 certification by the International body Det Norske 
Veritas. The school today is recognized as an institution par excellence 
for imparting quality education with due emphasis on extracurricular 
activities. DPSG Schools at Meerut Road and Dasna are amongst first 
in bringing International education to Ghaziabad. The schools have 
been authorized by International Baccalaureate at Geneva, Switzerland 
to offer Primary Years Program [PYP], a futuristic and international 
program for classes 1 to 5 students. DPSG has also introduced 
International Baccalaureate Diploma Program [DP] program for classes 
XI & XII, which prepare students for international education in the best 
higher educational institutions. 

Delhi Public School Ghaziabad Vasundhara commenced on May 3, 
1999 and has carved a niche for itself in the vicinity. DPSG Vasundhara 
with its comprehensive vision of, 'A happy school with a blend of values, 
tradition, technology and a quest for excellence' stands committed to 
impart quality education for the holistic development of the children. The 
school encourages and endeavours to hone all creative and intellectual 
faculties of the children. The School's approach illustrates the inter-
relationship of all disciplines of knowledge, promotes social and 
reflective thinking, and fosters the ability to face the myriad challenges 
of life comfortably. The technology enabled classrooms coupled with 
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interactive curriculum transaction, makes learning a more engaging and 
joyous experience. A constant drive for excellence distinguishes the 
school as one of the top ten schools of the country. 

The DPSG International came into being in the year 2008 - a school 
that has established systems to enable lifelong learning, self-
development and improved performance for excellence all round. The 
school involves all stakeholders in understanding and implementing the 
mission and quality objectives and ensures effective delivery of 
curriculum keeping in view current educational thinking and pedagogy 
- a school that makes learning a joyful experience. DPSG International 
is now a candidate school for introducing Primary Years Program [PYP] 
of International Baccalaureate. PYP is a futuristic and international 
program for classes 1 to 5 students. 

DPSG Dehradun is the first co-educational day school established 
outside Ghaziabad in the year 2014 by the DPSG Society. The School 
offers the CBSE curriculum from Grade 1-12. The School has been 
designed to provide world class education complemented with the best 
day- school facilities. 

DPSG Palam Vihar, Gurugram, Delhi Public School Ghaziabad 
Society acquired erstwhile Chiranjiv Bharti School, Palam Vihar and its 
associate schools in 2016 under the expansion programme to mark its 
presence in Gurugram. DPSG Palam Vihar is now poised to redefine 
school education, setting new benchmarks to become a destination 
school for the students residing in Gurugram. 

DPSG schools are known for their high academic excellence together 
with achievement in sports and co-scholastics. DPSG PV is committed 
to imparting world-class education to each student that shall foster 
academic excellence, physical fitness, psychological and spiritual 
health with social consciousness.  

DPSG Sushant Lok, Gurugram, DPSG Society also acquired the 
erstwhile Chiranjiv Bharti School, Sushant Lok in 2016 with the 
objective to impart world class education for the overall development of 
the students. 

DPSG Sushant Lok offers to its students an education, which is 21st 
century in its approach, driven by a passion for knowledge and seeking 
brilliance in every idea of student and learning. 

DPSG Sushant Lok is built on the culture that fosters innovative 
thinking, application of technology in traditional systems of education, 
together with a commitment to revolutionize learning for a better 
tomorrow. Sushant Lok is a school that offers the most modern, world-
class infrastructure while imparting age-old values to the coming 
generation 

DPSG Starz, In 2016, the DPSG Society had set up pre-school in 
Gurugram with the concept of empowering each child to be an 
enthusiastic and lifelong learner and to be a confident and responsible 
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global citizen. It takes into consideration that every child is unique and 
has the ability to grow multi-dimensionally with able guidance of 
talented teachers and conducive learning environment of the school.  

• DPSG Starz, F Block, Palam Vihar, Gurugram 

DPSG Damoh, a co-educational day school opened in 2015 by the 
DPSG Society as a partner school under its expansion program to 
establish destination schools providing high quality education across 
India and abroad.  

DPSG Sehore, a co-educational day school is promoted by Delhi Public 
Ghaziabad Society. The school, located at Sehore, M.P is designed to 
provide world-class education complemented with the best day-school 
facilities. The school offers the CBSE curriculum from Nursery-Grade 
12. 

 

NEW SCHOOL 

DPSG Faridabad, Among its many acquisitions, DPSG Society 
acquired the erstwhile Presidium School in April of 2019, putting its 40 
plus years of experience in the field of education into awakening our 
young learners' minds, while pursuing excellence in every field. 
Founded with the hope and dream that the quality of education imparted 
would help see our great nation and its youth grow into responsible, 
ethical young people of integrity and substance, the name DPSGS has 
always been synonymous with holistic development. 

Our new campus located in the beautiful city of Faridabad, spreads over 
seven acres of lush landscape, equipped with the latest teaching tools 
and technology, coupled with committed and dedicated staff, is the first 
school 

in the area to have a fully functioning 3D Lab which maps the school 
curriculum for Science and Mathematics from Grade I to Grade XII. Be 
it the scholastic or co scholastic domain, our able and trained staff 
deliver the best possible teaching learning experience a child could wish 
for, while modelling the values and ethics a child should imbibe. 

Pursuing excellence is no mean feat and that is why the USP of the 
school is “Touching hearts and changing lives. We Care" while abiding 
by our school motto "Tamso Ma Jyotirgamaya" 

Welcome to DPSG Faridabad. Let us help shape and discover your 
child's true potential. 
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FROM PRINCIPAL'S DESK 
 
Dear Parents,  
 
Coming together is a beginning: Keeping together is progress: Working 
together is success-Edward Everett Hale, 
 
As a school that believes in communication and collaboration to ensure 
successful outcomes for our students, we consider parents and school 
to be equal partners in this beautiful journey of learning, sharing, 
reflecting and growing. Education cannot be merely taken as a way to 
material gains but is meant to 'educate the mind', to create open minded 
thinkers who would be principled and ethical in action. In a world that is 
driven by external motivation, we aspire to facilitate our students into 
becoming intrinsically motivated, responsible and aware individuals.  
 
 
In Newton's words- 'Every action has an equal and opposite reaction'. 
The same thought is echoed in the Karma theory too and as a school, 
we hope that our students will learn to make wise decisions, take correct 
actions and reflect as more conscious individuals who are constantly 
growing through personal and shared learning experiences. 
 
The school opens its doors to creating a happy and safe environment 
for all, where every single member is respected, nurtured and motivated 
to contribute positively towards creating a vibrant learning community. 
 
 
Welcome to this journey that we will undertake together as equals to 
ensure success for each of our students 
 
 
 
Warm Regards 
 
Dipika Rao
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MISSION 
 
Our mission is to create global citizens, who possess intercultural 
respect and understanding. The Society is committed to igniting the 
minds of the learners to dream big and possess valuable life skills. We 
are to impart quality education that would transform the students into 
independent, resilient and socially sensitive learners by providing them 
valued learning experiences to help them contribute to the well-being of 
the society. 
 

VISION 
 
The Delhi Public School Ghaziabad Society endeavours to provide 
resourceful and effective platform for the overall development of the 
children and to provide them with an environment to help them evolve 
into responsible citizens of the world. It thus aims to create a blend of 
values, skills and quest for excellence through its schools. The Society 
strives to achieve the following across its schools. 
 

• Making the learners realize their true potential and innate 

talent. 

• Encouraging students to become inquirers, thinkers and open 

minded risk takers. 

• Fostering in them the ability to communicate effectively. 

• Creating active and engaged participants in an interconnected 

world. 

• Improving the teaching and learning of a diverse and inclusive 

community of students and developing in them universal 

human values.  

• Promoting intercultural understanding and respect as an 

essential part of life in the 21st century. 

• Encouraging diversity and flexibility in teaching pedagogies. 

• Projecting its schools as the servants of the community and 

accepting its responsibility in providing the necessary skill set 

to enable the learners to work effectively in global environment
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SCHOOL TERMS AND TIMINGS 
 
The academic year in our schools divided into two terms. 
 
I Term: April 5th – August 16th   
II Term: August 17th  - March 25th  

 

SCHOOL TIMINGS 
 

.  
Nursery - I : 08:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.  
Class II - V : 08:30 a.m. to 02:30 p.m.  
Class VI - VIII : 07:30 a.m. to 02:30 p.m.  
Class IX - XII : 07:30 a.m. to 02:30 p.m.  
Timings for winter session to be changed according to weather 

conditions. 

 

OFFICE TIMINGS 
 

The school's office can be contacted between 8:30 am to 2.00 pm 

 

VISITING HOURS 
 

The parents of the students studying at DPSG may meet the following 

as per the schedule given below : 
 

Principal 
 

9.00 am to 11.00 am : Monday, Wednesday & Friday or with 

Prior Appointment 

 
Accounts Office 

 
8:30 am to 12 noon (All working days) 

 

Head Mistress/Head Master 
 

9.00 am to 11.00 am : Monday, Wednesday & Friday or with Prior 

 

Coordinators/Class Teachers/Sub Teachers 
 

9.00 a.m to 12.00 noon : Working Saturdays (with prior appointment) 
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Parents are requested not to go directly to the class to meet the teachers 

as they will not be able to leave their classes to attend to them. Parents 

are requested not to come without prior appointment with the respective 

teachers. Kindly send an application to the Coordinator/Class Teacher 

seeking an appointment. The teacher will then send an appointment card 

(given at the back of the almanac) with which you can enter the school and 

meet the teacher. Please do abide by the time allotted for the meeting. 

Parents are welcome to contact the school at the following phone numbers 

ffax numbers/email id/special login id & password facility for ERP. 

 

SCHOOL PHONES  
 
The numbers given below are office numbers only and are not attended to 

after school hours. 0124-4398600 (I Block), 4075063 (F Block) 
 
Your calls can be routed to the Accounts Section, the HM and to the 

General Office from these numbers through our EPABX. 
 

E-mail : info.dpsgpv@dpsgs.org 

  principal.dpsgpvi@dpsgs.org 

School Website : www. dpsgs.org/palam-vihar 

Facebook Page : www.facebook.com/DPSGpalamvihar 

   

ERP : www.dpsgs.org/sms 

Transport Grievance Cell  : Mr. Kishore Sanwal: 87178513093 

Admin. Manager : Mr. Shashank Manishi: 9958281969 
 
 
Connect with us through 'contact us' form on school website. 

http://www.facebook.com/DPSGpalamvihar
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CD 2020- A UNIQUE APPROACH 

 

In a major departure from the current conventional didactic pedagogy 
where teacher transacts and transfers information and knowledge, the 
new approach in DPSG positions the students in central & lead role. 
They explore, discover, analyze, synthesize & reconstruct knowledge 
and its application.  

Teachers design, guide, provide support and advise on learning 
resources, benchmarking, assessments, reflections, assessment 
dialogues and handhold to ensure that each one enjoys the journey as 
they move along.  

This curriculum design, therefore, rests on a basic shift away from the 
conventional academic processes. The learning is hence Student Led 
and Inquiry Based - Explore, Research and Discover.  

While this shift stimulates, inspires and supports students to acquire, 
integrate and refine knowledge and develop subject mastery, they also 
develop and hone their skills & competencies to use and apply new 
knowledge to real life situations. Acquiring, integrating, refining and 
applying knowledge is central and integral to all educational transactions 
across all domains.  

Skills & Competencies are now the key determinants of success. The 
school help learners lay the foundation of such skills & competencies 
and build ways and methods to connect the conduct of curriculum with 
the fostering of skills & competencies.  

Arts education, covering a whole range of Performing, Visual and 
Vocational arts is also an integral part of DPSG schools.  

Wellness programs that include Health & Fitness and Socio, Emotional 
& Ethical well-being, are a precondition for a rewarding and joyous life. 
Hence, physical conditioning and sports are an equally important part of 
school curriculum together with opportunities of fostering the right kind 
of Attitudes, Dispositions, Values & Beliefs [ADVB].  

Exploring and critically thinking about the issues and offering research 
and evidence-based solutions, ability to evaluate alternate viewpoints, 
evolving perceptions of self, others and environment – remain the core 
of school experience.  

All scholastic and allied attainments imbue the students with 
responsible citizenship.  
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KEY HIGHLIGHTS- 

• Syllabus is divided into Unit of Inquiry (UI) which are concept-

based structures. 

• Each UI is created through deliberation, discussion and 

research by subject based Professional Learning Communities 

(PLCs) that are a rich pool of all DPSG faculty. 

• Each UI is further supported by well-articulated session plans 

that are researched and resourced collaboratively. 

• The curriculum is both vertically and horizontally aligned. 

• Scholastic and Foundational domains have due importance in 

CD2020. 

• Technology assisted blended mode of teaching learning. 

• Unpacking of UI at the beginning of the unit 

• Mid unit review followed by End of unit assessment. 

• Assessment Dialogue both individually and class, as a group 

• Personal Learning Pathways with defined goals for each 

student 
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SCHOLASTICS DOMAIN [SD]  

Within Scholastics, there are core and electives subjects that can be 
offered as per curriculum plan as applicable to a specific grade.  

A. CORE SUBJECTS  

 The CORE - I  
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a. English 
b. Hindi 
c. Sciences 
d. Mathematics 
e. Humanities & Social Sciences  
f. Commerce & Business Studies 
g. ICT–Information & Communications Technology  

The CORE - II  

1. This applies to classes 11&12 only.  
2. As per the existing CBSE pattern, only four subjects form 

CORE–I. Any subject opted as fifth or sixth subject shall be 
considered as CORE – II.  

B. ELECTIVE SUBJECTS  

1. The elective subject groups include offerings such as, Third 
Languages, ICT, Physical Education & Art Education.  

2. The school would offer a bouquet of Third Languages and the 
students in accordance with their Study Plans, may elect one 
of the languages offered.  

3. Third language will be offered from Grade 6 onwards only.  
4. The students being offered PYP curriculum will abide by PYP 

guidelines for third languages.  

 

II. FOUNDATIONAL DOMAIN [FD]  

1. ICT EDUCATION & DIGITAL LITERACY  

All through school years, the ICT Education & Digital Literacy will not 
only focus on acquisition of digital skills and competencies, 
computational thinking, leveraging technology for learning but also 
ensure our learners evolve into digital users, thinkers and creators.  

The focus in initial years would be on providing exposure to 
technological tools so that the learners become adept at usage of 
technology and their responsible use. The middle and senior years will 
focus on empowering our learners to become creators of technology 
rather than consumers thereof.  
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Towards this objective, the ICT offerings would include some of the 
Skills & Competencies that can be studied as a part of ICT Education & 
Digital Literacy or Vocational Arts. Every student in classes 6 onwards 
shall choose at least one sub stream offered by the school within the 
ICT Group.  
 
2. ARTS EDUCATION 
 
We believe in unique and unlimited potential of each learner. Towards 
providing creative expression to individuality, deepening the self and 
cultural understanding, improving cognitive and aesthetic sensibilities; 
arts education remains very central and integral to our school 
experience. The learners not only get opportunities to explore and refine 
their unique talents but also, leverage arts in education to increase 
engagement in scholastic domains.  
While Arts Education would be provided during the school in a 
structured manner and shall be part of the school timetable, 
opportunities shall also be provided in case students wish to go beyond 
the basics and specialize in any given art form – Visual, Performing or 
Vocational.  
 

PERFORMING ARTS  

i. Classical Dance  
ii. Western Dance  
iii. Music Indian Classical  
iv. Western Music  
v. Vocal  
vi. Instruments  
vii. Theatre  

VOCATIONAL ARTS  

i. Cooking  
ii. Home Science  
iii. Entrepreneurship  
iv. Legal Studies  
v. Copywriting  
vi. Finance & Accounts  
vii. Commercial Art, Graphic Designing  
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3. CITIZENSHIP STUDIES  
 
This program encompasses all that shapes not only a good human 
being but also a responsible citizen of this country and the world. In the 
school context, Citizenship Studies is about developing an age and 
grade appropriate understanding of the functioning of the State, Society 
and the Government at all levels. It includes social structures and their 
functioning, including understanding of main organs of the state, namely 
the legislature, the executive and the judiciary and their functioning.  
 
4.SCHOOL HEALTH PROGRAM [SHP]  
 
Physical Education & Sports together with Socio Emotional & Ethical 
learning are two essential and integral constituents of School Health 
Program.  
 
Physical Education & Sports [PES]  
 
Physical Education & Sports are no longer an option but integral to 
holistic learner development. It is essential that the students not only 
learn to remain fit & healthy; but also play and acquire proficiency in any 
one sport of their choice. This will be divided into two segments:  
 
i. Physical Education 
  
This too would have two major sub-divisions – the theory of physical 
education and physical conditioning, fitness and good health. The 
essential constituents of fitness would typically, amongst others, 
include:  

• Speed 

• Endurance 

• Stamina 

• Strength 

• Agility 

• Acceleration  

 

ii. Sports  

 
Schools will provide a range of options of outdoor field sports like, 
Basketball, Volleyball, Football, Cricket, Tennis, Table Tennis, Skating, 
Swimming, Horse riding, Karate, Judo, Taekwondo etc.  

While Sports & Physical Education training shall be provided during the 
school in a structured manner and shall be part of the school timetable, 
opportunities shall also be provided in case students wish to go beyond 
the basics and specialize in any given sport.  
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Social, Emotional and Ethical [SEE] Learning  

While scholastic accomplishments and talent are understood as key 
drivers to success and fulfillment in life, we also need grit, passion and 
perseverance for long-term and meaningful goals.  

Committed to developing learners with high self-worth, mindfulness, 
resilience, perseverance, compassion and empathy; the new 
Curriculum Design has integrated Social, Emotional, Ethical Learning 
(SEE Learning) curriculum designed and developed by Centre for 
Contemplative Science and Compassion-Based Ethics at Emory 
University in Atlanta, Georgia, U.S.A. The overarching objectives, 
rationale, conceptual and pedagogical framework of the program are in 
complete alignment with DPSGS Learner Profile.  

VALUE ADDED PROGRAMS [VAP]  

The aim of the VAP is to strengthen Advanced Level learning, in 
almost all subjects the schools offer. The objective is to prepare 
students for competitive entrance exams, not just limited to IIT JEE or 
NEET, but in the best of the post-secondary institutions worldwide.  

The program is designed for students from Grade 9 onwards. It may 
happen within or outside the  

ASSESSMENT POLICY & PLAN  

Assessments are an integral constituent of learning. They are like 
milestones in the journey of development and evolution of the learner; 
informing the learner, family and the educators of the distance covered 
thus far and how much more further. It also forms a basis for providing 
effective and meaningful feedback and feed forward to the students to 
ensure desired levels of progress.  
 

• The assessment policy shall exclude PYP, IBDP and Classes 
10 & 12. However, this will apply to all internal assessments. 
For PYP and IBDP, the schools will follow the IBO guidelines.  
 

• For Classes 10 & 12, being the board examinations, schools 
will follow the Board instructions with regard to Assessments. 
For all internal assessments in all classes, the policy shall 
apply.  
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II. WHAT, HOW AND WHEN TO ASSESS  
 
The DPSG Learner Profile articulates the attributes that are critical for 
our students to be ready for life. The curricular areas- both scholastic 
and foundational domains intricately map the knowledge, skills, 
competencies and ADVB [attitudes, dispositions, values, beliefs] to be 
developed through meaningfully designed learning experiences.  
 
Aligned to our dual approach, the assessments permeate throughout 
the transaction of the UIs using Learner Engaged Assessment 
Practices-LEAPs as well as provide scope for validating assessment 
data through Standardized Assessment Practices-SAP. The critical 
opportunities for conducting assessments include:  
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LEAP - During and end of UI transaction (including throughout and at 
the end of the session plans)  
SAP - Mid-term & End -term Assessments  
 
 
Types of Assessments  
 
Owing to the diversity of learning experiences, nature of concepts and 
aligned to nature of learning outcomes, we include all the following 
types of assessments to gather assessment data:  
1. Observational 
2. Process-based 
3. Performance-based  
4. Selected Response  
5. Open-Ended 
6. Task Based  
 
Assessment Tools and Techniques for Gathering Assessment 
Data  
 
The assessment tools and techniques are based on embedded 
assessments where conditions and opportunities to assess are created 
within the learning design to inform learning pathways but not as a 
separate assessment event.  
 
Learners can steer their learning process as well as monitor their own 
progress and collaborate to reflect and review on their learning 
experience to make decisions.  
 
The recommended assessment tools and techniques to be used by 
teachers for assessment sin foundational domains are:  
a. Checklists 
b. Rubrics* - Global & Analytic 
c. Portfolios 
d. Tasks & Performances 
e. Teacher Observations - Naturalistic & Structured  
f. Learner's Self - Observation 
g. Anecdotal Records 
h. Student Reflection - Journal Writing & Logs  
i. Student Self - Assessment 
j. Focused Group Discussions [FGDs]  
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IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR PARENTS 

 
Parents are requested to read the contents of the school Almanac 

carefully and in the interest of the child abide by the rules & regulations 

laid down by the school. 
 

Parents are requested not to send sweets, toffees or any other eatables 

to celebrate their ward's birthday. It will be a good gesture to contribute 

one book to the school library or a sapling. 
 

• Parents are requested to send the perforated sheet (Student's 
Personal Record) duly filled and signed to the class teacher. 

 

• Parents should have the I-cards/Parent's card {given at the back of 
the almanac) when they come to pick their children up in the 
afternoon. 

 

• Kindly ensure that all the details in the almanac are completed. 
 

• Any urgent message may be communicated at the school reception 
telephonically. Phone calls from parents for any teacher or student 
during the school hours will not be entertained. 

 

• Parents are requested to switch off their mobile phone in school 
premises. 

 

• Parents who make independent transport arrangements for their 
ward by hiring private vehicles will be fully responsible for the same. 
They must ensure that proper verification of drivers is done and all 
safety measures are taken to avoid any untoward incident. 

 

• Parents are requested to sign the reports, test papers, teacher's 
remarks in the notebooks/school almanac so that they are abreast 
with the progress of their child. They are also requested to visit the 
teachers whenever called or on PTMs and orientation programs. 

 

• Please do not send your child to school if he/she is feeling unwell. 
A proper application or Medical Leave must be submitted in writing 
by the parents. 

 

• Apart from the academic scholastic/ co-scholastic work in the 
school, students are expected to devote some time regularly at 
home. Parents are requested to supervise it. 

 
• Parents should carry out their responsibilities as joint educators in 

instilling respect in their children and strict adherence to all school 
rules. 
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• The safety and security of our students is the prime concern and 
responsibility of the school and the schools will take all steps to 
ensure the same. However, there are certain unforeseen incidents 
which are beyond the reasonable control of the school when 
students take part in any indoor and outdoor activities including all 
sports, riding, trekking, excursions, camping, cycling etc. or any 
other activity that is usually conducted by the school as a part of 
learning and if some untoward incident occurs, the onus will not rest 
with the school alone. 

 

• The school teacher/staff will not be held responsible for any loss or 
damage or injury of whatsoever nature caused to the student 
inside/outside the school due to his/her own act or expression, 
negligence or any dispute between the students, intentionally or 
unintentionally creating any circumstances which would lead to 
causing hurt/injury/damage to such student by any object or human 
being. 

 

• The school authorities, staff, teachers will be free from any and all 
liabilities, claims, suit, demands, judgments, costs, interest and 
expense arising from such situations, including any accident or 
injury to the student and the cost of medical expenses. 
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PARENT-TEACHER FORUM 

 
The Parent-Teacher Forum was set up many years ago on the guidelines 
provided by the Central Board of Secondary Education. The General Body 
of the Forum constitutes of all the parents whose children are studying in 
the school. The Executive Committee of the Forum is a nominated body 
represented by parents and teachers of the school. The Principal of the 
school is the ex-officio President of the Forum. The PTF plays a pivotal role 
in making decisions from time to time regarding the welfare of the school. 
It facilitates closer association between parents and teachers in their effort 
to make the school an ideal place for the all-round education of children. It 
also offers parents a platform to express their views freely and frankly, 
thereby involving them in a process of mutual participation aimed at the 
welfare of the children studying in the school. 
 
 
OUR EXPECTATIONS FROM PARENTS AND GUARDIANS 
 
Parents must realize that school is a second home for children. It is from 
this point of view that we expect parents and guardians to follow the norms, 
given below, extremely meticulously. 
 

1. Parents are expected to go through the school calendar carefully 
and make a note of important dates and events, especially parent-
teacher meetings, tests and examinations. We expect the parents 
to come in large numbers and meet the concerned teachers to 
discuss not only the academic progress but also other areas of 
personality development like attitude, aptitude, confidence building 
etc. 

2. Parents must register a permanent mobile phone number/ landline 
number with the school on which SMS and other alerts may be sent. 
In case of change, the parents MUST notify the changed number in 
writing within 3 days. 

3. No student of class XI or XII will be allowed to leave the school 
early on the plea of attending private coaching classes. 

4. Parents may please see that their child adheres to the school 
uniform strictly. Children accompanying their parents during PTM 
days must also come in school uniform. 

5. Wearing of fancy shoes, jewellery, unruly hair and fancy haircuts like 
mushroom cut etc., streaking/highlighting of hair by fashion hair 
colours is not permitted. Skirts are to be knee-length. 
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6. Parents/Guardians are not permitted to enter class rooms to 
meet their children or to seek unscheduled interviews with 
teachers during school hours. Prior appointment for meeting the 
staff must necessarily be taken through green appointment 
cards given at the back of the almanac. 

7. In case of emergency, parents/guardians must meet the 
Principal and adopt a course of action in consultation with 
them. 

8. No Strangers Are Allowed to Meet Children. 

9. Usage of school bus is compulsory for all students unless, 
parents take on the responsibility of a drop & pick of their ward. 

10. The cycle rickshaws with improvised seating for many young 
children are an illegal and dangerous mode of transportation and 
are totally banned by the school under instructions from the 
District Administration . 

11. Pick up point for private commuters are outside the school. No 
stranger, driver or family friend is allowed to pick the children up. 

12. Once the child has come to the school, parents and guardians 
are not permitted to take him/her back home during the school 
hours unless there is a major emergency. In such cases, the 
permission of the Principal is mandatory. Lunch boxes and water 
bottles are not allowed to be sent for students once they have 
entered the school premises. 

13. Parents and guardians must know that no school teacher is 
allowed to take private tuitions. As such, they should not press 
the teachers of this school to accept private tuition work for their 
wards. The Principal's helpline may be used to inform any 
irregularity in this regard. 

14. Parents and guardians must immediately inform the school in 
case there is a change in their address and/or telephone 
number. 

15. Any communication that parents wish to make with the school 
must be addressed to the Principal of the respective wing only 
and not to the class teachers. 

16. Last but not the least, we expect parents and guardians to be 
cordial and polite with the staff of the school even in the most 
taxing situations. Parents are also requested to maintain a 
proper dress code at all times while entering the school 
premises. 
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SCHOOL DISCIPLINE 
 

Discipline is the law of nature. Without it, nothing works. Inculcating 
discipline amongst children is the most significant aspect of 
education and is not confined to school alone. Parents, too, must 
co-operate with the school in observing these norms: 

 

1. Attendance is compulsory for celebration of National Days. 

2. Irregular attendance, unjustified or unexplained absence from 
school, habitual late coming, leaving the school premises 
without permission, disobedience and any type of unruly and 
objectionable behavior are considered to be grave acts of 
indiscipline on the part of a student which can lead to his/her 
expulsion from the school. 

3. The school uniform, only in prescribed school colour, should be 
immaculate, clean and smart, and should be worn on all working 
days and functions. Actions will be taken against students who 
are habitually improperly dressed. 

4. Students on their way to and from the school are expected to 
conduct themselves in a responsible manner. Being on the road 
in any mode of transport entails caution, care and attention to 
safety rules. 

5. Students who expect to reach home late after the school due to 
personal reasons must inform their parents/ guardians in 
advance. 

6. Students are expected to take proper care of the school 
property. It is for their convenience. They should not break any 
item of furniture and fixtures within the school. 

7. They should not write, scratch or engrave graffiti on desks, 
chairs and other surfaces. 

8. They should not damage or remove things belonging to other 
students. 

9. Damage done even by accident must be reported at once to the 
Principal/Class Teacher. Anyone who notices something 
damaged must report the matter to any of the personnel 
mentioned above. 

10. If a student causing damage to the school property is identified, 
he/she will be charged with a fine. 

11. In the event of collective damage to school property in a 
classroom, the entire class occupying that classroom will have 
to bear the cost of damages. 
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12. The school is not to be held responsible for the loss of personal 
belongings. It is not advisable for students to bring valuables to 
the school. 

13. Parents are requested not to give more than Rs. 100/-to their 
ward. If for some reason, he has to bring more, written 
information must be sent to the class teacher. 

14. Running and shouting in the school premises is not allowed. 
While using staircases and corridors, all must keep to the left. 
Loitering in the lobby and the office areas is strictly forbidden 
even during recess. 

15. Students are strictly forbidden from purchasing eatables from 
unauthorized vendors/hawkers near the school premises. 

 

16. No money collection for any purpose is allowed to be made in 
the school without prior permission of the Principal. 

17. At the end of each terminal examination, all students are issued 
their report cards which are to be signed by their 
parents/guardians within three days of the receipt of the card 
and then returned to the school. 

18. Bus monitors and teacher escorts are responsible for orderly 
behavior in the bus. They must ensure that only those students 
who hold a valid bus pass travel in the bus. Any unruly and in 
disciplined behavior while travelling in the bus will result in 
withdrawal of the bus facility. 

19. It is compulsory for all students to attend the assembly. 

20. All our students should observe high standards in their general 
get up, deportment and conduct. 

21. Use of foul, unparliamentary language is a punishable offence. 

22. In order to acquire competency in spoken English, all students 
must converse in English while they are in school. 

23. Using unfair means in a test or examination is a grave offence. 
A student who is found using unfair means will be awarded zero 
in the subject and will be issued a strict warning. Repetition of 
the same offence will result in his/her expulsion from the school. 

24. Students are not permitted to carry cellular phones to the school. 
If a student brings a mobile phone to the school, it will be 
confiscated for a period of six months and a fine of Rs 2000 will 
be imposed. They are not allowed to use school phones without 
permission. 
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25. Misbehavior inside the school premises or in the school 
conveyance may also lead to disciplinary action against the 
concerned student. Objectionable behavior, use of abusive 
language, discourtesy and disrespect to the teachers, 
disobedience and irregular attendance will also lead to strict 
disciplinary action. 

26. Students are not allowed to drive motorized vehicles such as 
cars, scooters and motorcycles within or outside the school. 

27. Under no circumstances will crackers, fireworks, firearms and 
any other inflammable material be permitted in school. A student 
indulging in any act of indiscipline could be given severe 
punishment, as severe as suspension from the school. 

28. Bunking classes or school is strictly prohibited. 

29. Writing on shirt/uniform is a punishable offence. 

 

 

DISCIPLINE POLICY 

 

DPSGPV encourages students to follow the school rules and policy of 

no bullying religiously. The school has zero tolerance for misbehaviour 

like screaming, fighting, bullying, hitting, abuse-verbal or emotional 

substantial abuse(drugs).Public display of affection is not permitted in 

school or bus. In case a student breaks the school code of conduct, an 

incident report , summary will be prepared and a warning note will be 

sent to parents. Two successive reports will lead to a parent meeting 

and three reports to suspension from the school for a certain period of 

time. (from a week to month). Repeated misdemeanours could lead to 

expulsion from the school. 

 

Parents are requested to counsel their wards appropriately. 
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LEAVE RULES FOR STUDENTS 
 

 
1. No Half Day Leave is permitted. In case of any family function or 

other programme, parents are requested not to send the child to the 

school. 
 

2. Children are expected to attend school regularly. Under affiliation 

by-Laws of the Central Board of Secondary Education, all students 

are expected to log in a minimum attendance of 75% of the total 

working days in the academic session. As such, no leave of 

absence is granted unless parents/guardians submit an application 

well in advance on plausible grounds for absence. 
 

3. In case of sickness for any period of time, a medical certificate 

must be attached with the leave application. 
 

4. If an unauthorized absence exceeds a period of 15 days it shall be 

presumed that the parents are not willing to continue their child's 

education at DPSG and one month notice required for T.C. shall 

start from the 16th day of such unauthorized absence and charges 

shall be levied accordingly. If the parents want the child to resume 

classes it shall be done only with the permission of the school 

management. 
 

5. If the unauthorized absence exceeds a period of 15 days, the name 

of the absent student is struck off the rolls of the school. A penalty 

of Rs.5,000/- shall be charged in case the re-joining is granted. 
 

6. Student suffering from infectious diseases such as Chicken Pox, 

Cholera, Measles, Mumps, Whooping-Cough, Swine Flu and 

Jaundice must observe the prescribed period of Quarantine, and on 

returning to school, should produce a fitness certificate permitting 

him/her to do so. 
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NORMS RELATING TO 
 

WITHDRAWAL OF A STUDENT FROM THE SCHOOL 

 
1. Withdrawal of a student from the school is necessitated under 

certain circumstances either in the student's family or in the school 

itself. The norms followed in this respect are given below. Parents 

must read these norms carefully and comply with them. 
 

2. If a student needs to be withdrawn from the school, the parents/ 

guardians of that student need to follow the procedure as mentioned 

under the Fee Refund policy. 
 

3. A student can also be asked, by the school, to be withdrawn on 

academic or disciplinary grounds including submission of false 

information to the school at the time of admission. Disciplinary 

action may even involve expulsion. The Principal's decision in such 

matters is final. 
 

4. Misbehavior on the part of parents/guardians with any member of 

the school staff may also lead to withdrawal of the student from the 

school. 
 

5. Transfer Certificate (TC) on withdrawal is issued only after all the 

school dues are cleared by the parents/guardians and the filled form 

needs to be submitted to Admission In-charge. (Application Form 

for TC given at the back of Almanac). Pls refer to the Policies section 

for more details. 
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PAYMENT OF SCHOOL FEES 
 
The parents are requested to adhere to the rules and regulations laid 

down below for fee collection. School fee is payable on quarterly basis 

i.e. 3 months fee at a time as per the details given below. 
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Date of payment means Actual date of Realisation in the Bank 

Account of the School; parents should deposit payment by Credit Card, 

Debit Card, and Net Banking before time to avoid late fine and/or 

Penalty. 

 
MODE OF PAYMENT: 
 

Ÿ Credit Card, Debit Card and Net Banking. 
 

Ÿ Bank Processing Charges applicable on payment by Credit 

Card/Debit Card and Net Banking. 

 
PAYMENT OF FEE: 
 

1. All School dues must be paid at the HDFC Bank through any of 

the payment mode on or before last date of payment to avoid 

late fine and penalty. 
 

2. Date of Payment is the actual date of realization in bank, parents 

are advised to deposit fee well in advance in case of Bank Holidays 

etc. 
 

3. Late Fine of Rs.50/- per day on late payment of Fee is applicable 

on delay beyond last date of payment including all holidays till 

the payment is made. 
 

4. Additional Penalty of Rs.5000/- in addition to late fine of 

Rs.50/- per day is applicable on payment made after Final Date 

of payment including all holidays till the payment is made. 
 

5. The name of the student will be struck off if the fee is not paid till 

last day of 2nd month of the Quarter. 
 

6. Any fee defaulter shall be regularized only after the permission 

of the Principal even if the fee is deposited. Mere submission of 

any request to the school authorities does not mean it is 

accepted/permitted/sanctioned by the school unless it is 

intimated to the applicant. 
 

7. Re-admission fee in addition to previous dues will be charged 

from Parent if readmission is granted. 
 

8. Late Fine and Penalty on fee will be charged along with the Fee. 
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9. Partial payment of fees is not accepted by the School and part 

payment will be treated as non-payment and late fine and 

penalty will be applicable till the complete payment is made. 

 
10. No fee reminders for quarterly fee will be sent. It is the duty of 

parents to deposit the fees as per the above payment schedule. 
 

11. Fee Bill for each Quarter will be available on the SMS on or 

before last day of the previous month of the Quarter. Parents are 

requested to contact the class teacher incase of any issue. 
 
FEE PAYMENT PROCESS: 
 

Visit School website https://www.pv.dpsgs.org and follow 

steps mentioned below: 
 

ONLINE MODE 
 

Ÿ Click on SMS LOGIN. 
 

Ÿ Enter the Username/Email id and password of 

Parent/Student SMS Portal 
 

Ÿ Click on ONLINE FEE PAYMENT 
 

Ÿ Select the Quarter & Click on PAYNOW 
 

Ÿ Check the Student fee Details & Click on PROCEED 
 

Ÿ It will show the following options for payment:- 
 

Ÿ Debit/Credit Card–You will be directed to pay fees via 

Debit / Credit Card. 
 

Ÿ Net Banking–You will directed to choose from multiple 

Banks for payment. 
 

Ÿ After the Payment Online Receipt will get generated with 

the payment details on the SMS Portal. 
 
Kindly mail the receipt/reference slip received after making 

payment at ao1.dpsgpv@dpsgs.org for our records and future 

reference. 
 
Parents should ensure that fee is debited from their account in time to avoid 

levy of fine and penalty due to non-realization of fee in School Account. 
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FEE REFUND POLICY FOR 2021-22 
 
“Cancellation of Admission” refers to a “New Admission” seeking a 
refund of fees paid on or before 31.03.2021. The request intimating a 
cancellation of admission and seeking refund must be submitted on or 
before 31.03.2021. 
 
“Withdrawal” refers to a New Admission or an Existing Student seeking 
refund of fees paid, after 31.03.2021. 
 

• In case of “Withdrawal”, the request intimating the withdrawal of 
student, and seeking refund must come one month before beginning 

of “Next Quarter” i.e. Student seeking withdrawal  for  1st Quarter 

must  submit  his  application  on  or  before  28.02.2021,  for  2nd Quarter 
it should be submitted on or before 31.05.2021, for 3rd Quarter it 
should be submitted on or before 31.08.2021 and for 4th Quarter it 
should be submitted on or before 30.11.2021, else full Quarter fees 
for next Quarter is also chargeable. 

• Each quarter is treated as a separate Fee cycle. There will be no 
refunds for the current quarter /fee cycle.  Withdrawal application 
coming  for 1 s t  Quarter  if received  on or after 01.03.2021 will make 
1s t  Quarter fee applicable along with one Quarter Annual fee and will 
be charged from parent. 

• All fees have to be paid in full before the issuance of Transfer 
Certificate (TC). 

• The revised Fee Refund Policy for the session 2021-22 is attached 
as   Appendix-1. 

 
Appendix 1 

 

Fee Head 

Cancellation of 
Admission on or 

before 28th 
February 2021 

Cancellation of 
admission after 28th 
Feb 2021 but on or 

before 31st March 2021 

Admission 

Form 
Non-refundable Non-refundable 

Processing & 

Registration 
Non-refundable Non-refundable 

Admission 

Fee 
Non-refundable Non-refundable 

Caution 

Money 
Refundable Refundable 

Tuition 

Fee/Scholar 

Fees 

Refundable 
One Month Fee will be 

Non-Refundable 
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Lab Fee Refundable 
One Month Fee will be 

Non-Refundable 

Bus Fee Refundable 
One Month Fee will be 

Non-Refundable 

 

Fee Head Withdrawal of 

Admission on or 

before 28th 

February 2021 

Withdrawal of Admission 

after 28
th Feb 2021 

Caution 

Money 

Refundable Refundable 

Tuition 
Fee/Scholar 

Fees 

Not Charged for 
Academic Year 

2021-22 

Full Quarter Fees will be Non-
Refundable and if application 
for withdrawal not received as 
per notice period, fee will be 
charged for next Quarter before 
granting TC. 

Lab Fee Not Charged for 

Academic Year 

2021-22 

Full Quarter Fees will be Non-

Refundable and 

if application for withdrawal not 
received as per notice period 
fee will be charged if not paid 
before granting TC. 

Bus Fee Not Charged for 

Academic Year 

2021-22 

In case of “Withdrawal of bus 

facility, the 

request intimating the 
withdrawal of facility should be 
submitted and approved one 
month before beginning of 
“Next Quarter. (Refer to 
Transport Fee Applicability 
Process 21-22). 
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ADMISSION POLICY 

 
Aims and Objectives 

• To match the vision of the School with the goals and 
aspirations of the students 

• Have a transparent process without any discrimination 

• Set a standard that demonstrates the core values of the school 
 

Pre-admission Procedure 

• Parents are required to go through the Prospectus available at 
the School Reception 

• Visit of the school campus 

• Filling and submission of the registration form along with the 
following documents: 

a) Original plus one photocopy of the student’s Birth 
Certificate. (The original will be returned after verification) 

b) Photocopy of the previous Report Card 

c) Vaccination Card (Till Grade 1) 

d) Proof of Residence 

e) Three passport size photographs of the child 

f) Parents ID Proof (PAN Card/Voter-ID/Aadhaar 
card/Passport) 

• The Interaction of HM and Class teacher with Child & Parents 
(Till Grade I) 

• The formal/informal assessment of the student in order to 
decide on appropriate learning or behavioral support (from 
Grade II till IX & XI). The school may also require further 
educational or psychological evaluations if there a need is felt 
for further information to support individual students 
 

Post Admission Procedure 
Once Admission is granted, parents are required to deposit the Fees 
and submit the following documents 

• Transfer Certificate in original 

• Photocopies of all achievement certificates in the field of 
Academics, Sports, Extra-Curricular activities 

• The Enrollment Form must also be completed and duly signed 
by both parents.  

• Once the Fee and documents are submitted, parents will 
receive an Admission Confirmation Receipt 

• School uniform and books can be bought from the Uniform 
shop and Book shop in the School. The book list is available 
with them 

• A new section is allotted on the day of admission. The time 
table is handed over to the student by the Class Teacher 
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• Parents need to inform the School of the joining date of their 
ward. This is mandatory because Staff needs to be informed to 
expect a new student on a particular day and need to make 
preparations accordingly 

• Parents can contact the school admission counselor in case of 
any further query. 

 
Orientation of Parents and Students 
 
As the IB Primary Years Programme is a new curriculum for many 
parents and students, they are introduced through an orientation 
programme followed by individual counseling.  
 
Parents are engaged through both online and face to face interactions 
to ensure that they have a good understanding of their child’s PYP 
journey.  
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Scholarship Policy 
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ACADEMIC INTEGRITY 
 

1. Purpose of Academic Honesty Policy 

 The policy aims to: 
a. Explain to all stakeholders that they have a central role in ensuring 

that their work is always authentic.  

b. To see academic honesty as a larger set of values and skills that 

promote lifelong learning 

c. Engage with students and teachers to promote academic honesty 

d. Encourage good academic practice and a school culture that 

fosters academic honesty 

 
2. What is Academic Honesty 

It means demonstrating and upholding the highest integrity and honesty 
in all the academic work that you do. It means doing your own work, 
not cheating, and not presenting the work of others as your own 
besides ensuring that any resources used by you are cited 
appropriately.  
 

3. What is considered academic dishonesty? 

a. Plagiarism: taking work, words, ideas, pictures, information or 

anything that has been produced by someone else and submitting 

it for assessment as one’s own. 

b. Copying: taking the work of another student, with or without his or 

her knowledge and submitting it as one’s own. 

c. Exam cheating: communicating with another candidate in an 

examination, bringing unauthorized material into an examination 

room. 

d. Duplication: submitting work that is substantially the same for 

assessment in different courses without the consent of all teachers 

involved. 

e. Falsifying data: creating or altering data to one’s advantage 

which has not been collected in an appropriate way. 

f. Collusion: External/ internal help that can lead a student to be 

academically dishonest. This could be an external aid, a friend, a 

parent or a teacher 

 
4. Encouraging academic honesty  

The school encourages academic honesty in PYP programme by: 
a. encouraging students to take responsibility of their own learning 

and that the consequences of any breaches of the standard of 

academic honesty will be theirs alone. 
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b. recognizing the difference between individual work and group 

work. 

c. discussing the meaning of appropriate help regularly with parents 

d. ensuring parents and learners understand what the learner profile 

attributes mean 

e. creating inquiry-based assessment tasks, which rely on a child’s 

creativity and application of skills rather than mere fact collection  

f. designing assessment criteria that value and reward the work 

required, rather than only the result 

g. encouraging students to acknowledge others in their writing 

h. teaching students to reflect on what they have written so that they 

have the chance to realize if they have been dishonest 

 
5. Consequences of academic dishonesty 

DPSG School provides swift and immediate consequences for any 
violations of academic honesty. 

Internal consequences  
a. First Offense: The student is given a warning and made to read 

and understand the academic policy document again. They will 

also be counselled by the teacher concerned to ensure that they 

do not repeat the malpractice. The student is required to do the 

work again. The parents are notified of the malpractice and the 

case is noted in the School records. 

b. Second Offense:   Parents are notified, and the case is noted in 

the School records. Parents will need to meet with the Principal 

prior to the student’s reentry to school. The student will be given a 

yellow card. They will be put under constant monitoring of the 

teachers for a specific duration of time 

c. Third Offense: The student is issued a red card along with 

suspension. At the discretion of the concerned Principal, the 

student can be asked to withdraw from the examinations. The 

student may be debarred from participating in important school 

activities for a specific period. Parents are notified, and the case is 

recorded in the School records. 

 
6. Role of parents in promoting academic honesty 

a. Be aware of the academic honesty policy. 

b. Motivate and support students at home to be original in their work 

by restricting adult involvement to as much is appropriate. 

c. Encourage students to meet the respective subject teacher for the 

help and support. 

d. Counselling students that getting low achievement level is better 

than submitting plagiarized work. 
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e. Discourage procrastination and encourage effective time 

management 

 
7. Role of admin in promoting academic honesty  

Administration of an institution plays a major role in execution of policies 
and hence, the admin should:  

a. Establish an academic honesty policy.  

b. Provide teachers with effective training opportunities.  

c. Ensure teachers and students adhere to the school’s academic 

honesty policy.  

d. Share with legal guardians the aim of the academic honesty policy.  

e. Ensure everybody understands academic honesty and 

consequences if they engage in academic misconduct. 

Teachers and mentors are expected to model academic honesty and 
act as role models for students by:  

a. Keeping themselves apprised about referencing styles and 

methods of promoting academic honesty.  

b. Supporting and enacting the School's Academic Honesty Policy.  

c. Being attentive towards malpractice, particularly towards 

plagiarism and “cut/copy and paste” from the Internet or any 

published source.  

d. Guiding students and actively encouraging a culture of academic 

honesty.  

e. They will support and act on the School’s policies on good 

academic practices and guide students accordingly whenever 

necessary.  

f. Teachers should be convinced that any work submitted to them is 

students’ own work, and when in doubt, the teacher should hold a 

discussion with the students concerned as a first step. 

 
8. Basic guidelines to avoid academic dishonesty  

Learning to manage our time and asking for help can play a big role in 
achieving academic success. Here are few practices DPSG Palam 
Vihar encourages students and teachers to follow to avoid violations 

a. Start your work early – don’t wait until the night before to begin an 

assignment. Being rushed for time is not an excuse for cheating or 

plagiarism. Good time management also allows you to contact 

your facilitator in case you have questions.  

b. Attempt your work independently 

c. Use your resources – whether you’re looking for help with citing 

sources or are struggling with a concept discussed in class, ask 

for help. Connect with your facilitator whenever required. 
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d. Remind students of the academic integrity code, in class and in 

writing, how the code applies to your specific course, explain the 

difference between permissible collaboration and unapproved 

copying, and warn students of the consequences of cheating. 

e. Ask any students who have concerns about cheating 

f. Share tips to help eliminate cheating. 

 

Homework assignments 

Since collected homework can never be fully screened for copying, it 
may be more effective to put greater effort into preventing cheating on 
in-class assessments and quizzes which can be closely monitored or in 
final projects, and instead de-emphasize the role of graded homework 
in determining course grades. 

a. Encourage graders to give essentially full credit for obvious effort, 

lowering the incentive to copy and increasing the incentive to use 

homework as a learning experience and not a determining factor 

in the course grade. 

b. Rotate homework assignments so that no two similar assignments 

are used in back-to-back years. 

c. Explain clearly what level of collaboration is acceptable. 

d. Use grading schemes designed to limit opportunities for cheating 

e. Explain your grading scheme carefully to your students before 

each assessment 
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ASSESSMENT POLICY 
 

1. Assessments 
 

Assessments are an integral part of learning – from identifying the 
efficacy of the transaction methodologies in the classroom to working 
on the areas that need more focus and clarity. Assessments are also a 
way to showcase excellence in learning. Since assessments can be for 
learning, of learning and as learning, thus the method to interpret and 
report such multifarious purposes of assessments must be developed 
and disseminated.  Only the proper methods for reporting the right type 
of assessment will lead to an effective feeding forward in the learning 
cycle.  
 
2. Purpose of Assessments 

 
The true purpose of assessment is to ensure quality education. The 
purpose of assessments needs to be explored from the perspective of 
all stakeholders. Also, assessments must be examined as assessment 
to support learning, assessment for accountability and assessment for 
certification, progress and transfer. A good educational system would 
balance the above three for optimization of resources, establishing well 
defined goals, identifying professional development opportunities, 
understanding specific learner needs, develop ethical culture and 
provide pathways for reflection and improvement within the system. 
 
2.1 Principles of Assessment 

 
Principle 1: Learning and development are continuous, lifelong 
processes 
Principle 2: Assessment should provide information about where 
individuals are in their learning and development, and inform 
practitioners in planning and delivering progressive learning 
opportunities. 
Principle 3: Assessment should build positive attitudes and self-
confidence in children, young people and learners by assisting them to 
see what they have achieved and the progress they are making. 
Principle 4: Assessment should promote further learning and 
development when combined with constructive feedback and 
opportunities for reflection. It should enable individuals to see and 
appreciate the progress that they have made and recognise that they 
are being successful in their learning. 
Principle 5: Approaches to assessment should maximise collaboration 
and sharing of knowledge between families and practitioners, to allow 
all parties to support and participate in children and young people’s 
learning and development. 
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2.2 Types of Assessments: 

 
Assessments taken should be spread out through the timeline of the 
UOIs and must include all the following types of assessments: 

a) Observational Assessments 
b) Process based Assessments 
c) Performance based Assessments 
d) Selected Response Assessments 
e) Open-Ended Assessments 

 
 

3. Nature of Assessments: 
 

Assessment of learning (summative assessment) involves mapping the 
learners' progress on the basis of information collected on their 
knowledge, skills, attitudes at the conclusion of a defined instructional 
period e.g at the end of a project, UOI, quarter, school term. 
 Assessment for learning (formative assessment) occurs during the 
teaching learning process by identification of learners' individual needs 
based on eliciting evidence through multiple ways. It helps the teacher 
to review and modify instructions to address gaps in learning by 
providing specific and timely feedback to the learners for their progress.  

 
4. Communication: Feedback and feedforward 

 
Formative Assessment is used to check understanding of learners and 
inform teaching practices. The process remains incomplete in absence 
of feedback on learning and feedforward to proceed further towards 
attainment of learning outcomes.  
 
4.1 Feedback and Feedforward in formative assessments 
Feedback is a two-way communication between the teacher and the 
taught and is cyclic in nature. However, research studies also indicate 
that effects of feedback can be detrimental to learning if feedback is not 
'formative' in nature.  
 
Feedback when utilized meaningfully to work upon the learning gaps 
and attain learning outcomes, becomes feedforward. 
 
As the word implies, feedforward is a 'feed (input)', for the 'forward 
(future)'. While feedback takes a dig deep at 'how was the past learning', 
feedforward paves the way for 'what lies in future'.  

 
5. Guidelines for Assessments in PYP: 
 
5.1 Assessment of scholastic and foundational domains will not be 

based on weightages 
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5.2 For PYP schools, the subject strands outlined by the IB will be the 
basis of assessments. (Link to document) 

5.3 Assessment of scholastic domains must be conducted using a 
variety of types and tools of assessments. 

5.4 Each of the 5 types of assessments must be carried out in each 
Term.  

5.5 Assessment of foundational domain will be mostly based on 
rubrics and descriptive comments. 
 

6. Reporting of Assessments 
Reporting of assessment involves communicating what students know, 
can do and understand, to the different stakeholders of their learning.  

 
Reporting of Assessments will be done at various levels. The following 
sections are going to look into these levels of reporting. 

 

 
 
5.2.4 Guidelines for Reporting of Summative Assessments 
 
(a) Reporting of summative assessment can be done on two levels: 

(i) Through immediate feedback on the parent portal. 
(ii) Through a cumulative written report card, twice a year (at 

the end of each term) 
(b) The report card: Guidelines 

1. Pre-Primary and Primary:  
a) The report card should contain the student’s details along 
with a basic health card indicating the height, weight, blood 
group etc. Further, it should mention the attendance record of the 
student in that term.  
b) The report card should also have a small descriptor of the 
concepts that were covered in the term under different UOIs. The 

The Students

•Reporting of UOIs 
through

* Assessment dialogue
* Teacher-Student 

Conferences

The Parents

•Reporting of FA
*Online Portal
*Conferences 

•Reporting through 
Portfolio

•Reporting through SLC

•Reporting of SA
*Online Portal

*The Report Card

The School 
Management

•The Online Portal

•Presentations of the 
collective report

https://mydpsg-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/crdpr1_pvi_dpsgs_org/EdekKNm5qgVPirJ7oCUPHqYBFi2nNbpMKAeg84rJtlDMlw?e=iX5E7o
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criteria against which the child was assessed should be clearly 
mentioned along with clear descriptors of the grades being given. 
c) All the subject teachers should have their grades and 
individualized comments about the child’s performance in the report 
card.  
d) The comments should be in a positive language focusing on 
the achievements and the areas of improvement.  
The HRT comment can include the dominant learner profile 
attributes/skills that the student demonstrates along with some 
anecdotal evidences. (The comments must be approved by the 
heads before they go in the report card. A few comments for each 
grade can also be fed in the system as default in a drop-down menu 
for the teachers to select from.) 
e) The report card should be digitalised and available to the 
parents to download through the parent portal. 
(Suggested format of report card is attached below) 
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LANGUAGE POLICY 
 

Our policy aims at students to achieve proficiency in English, the 

language of instruction, as well as the other languages they pursue. 

Language acquisition helps the students to become proficient in 

listening, speaking, reading, writing, and comprehending the content. 

We believe that language learning is vital for social, emotional and 

cognitive development. Through language, one is able to form his or 

her own identity, explore one’s environment, solve problems and 

express with clarity. Towards this goal, every teacher has the 

responsibility of being a language teacher. 

 

Formal Language Teaching 

• Teachers strive to develop a caring language community in 

which all students feel accepted and confident that others 

support them as they take risks to learn a language different 

from their mother tongue 

• French language is offered to all students of Grades 2 to 10 

• Subject-specific knowledge, concepts, and skills are taught 

• Teachers use the IB unit planners to structure instruction 

• Specialist teachers collaborate with the Home Room Teachers 

to integrate learning and  support learning of the English, Hindi 

and French language 

The School promotes the learning of language by means of the 
following: 

• Languages are a part of the curriculum.  

• Inter House Competitions: writing, poetry, speaking, drama, 

role play  

• Nukadd Natak (Street play)  

• School magazine 

• Library: separate sections catering to books related to different 

languages 

• Story telling sessions. 

• Display boards 

• Assemblies 

• Class Libraries 

• We encourage students to act and extend their language 

learning in ways that help their community                                                                                                                                              

• We ensure that every discipline includes support mechanisms 

for language learning, both written and spoken                

• We promote awareness of one’s own language and culture.                                                             

• We believe that language learning is vital for social, emotional 

and cognitive development. 
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• Learn in a well-resourced and stimulating learning 

environment. 

Developing the Oral, Visual and Written aspect of language: PYP 
 
Language scope and sequence is formed under the following areas:  

•  Oral - Listening and Speaking.  

•  Visual - Viewing and Presenting.  

• Written - Reading and Writing.  

Language Scope and Sequence is planned horizontally and vertically 
and has aspects of teaching, learning, reflecting and assessing in both 
ways i.e., Formative and Summative. 
 
The following strategies are adopted to ensure that every student is 
provided with an opportunity to explore his/her maximum potential: 

•  Using visible thinking routines 

•  Extempore. 

•  Debate. 

•  Theatre. 

• Writing argumentative, persuasive articles/essays, imaginative 

stories etc. 

• Public Speaking. 

• Celebrating various occasions and festivals 

• Spell-well and Vocabulary Building 

Hindi as Mother Tongue   
 
DPSG Palam Vihar values the development of Mother Tongue 
language and believes it is crucial for maintaining cultural identity and 
processing information and concepts.  
 
We at DPSG, also believe in the importance of the mother tongue in the 
holistic development of learners and provide an environment conducive 
to multicultural learning.  
 

• Families are encouraged to use their mother tongue to support 

their children’s development by speaking, reading, and writing 

in their native language.  

• The school library contains a growing number of books in a 

variety of languages.  

•  Additionally, mother tongues are supported by after school 

activity offerings.  

• Children are encouraged to identify with and use their Mother 

Tongue in school. 
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Common Practices and Philosophy for all     

                                                                                                 

Pedagogical attributes 

All students will learn subjects in the medium of instruction, that is 

English. Additional Language- French is offered to students of Grades 

2 to 10. The importance of concept over content and application of 

language is more important in the curriculum. However, if a student 

shows higher understanding of the fundamentals of the language, then 

he / she needs to be challenged accordingly. The students listen, speak, 

read and write in the language. The Language of instruction is a part of 

the transdisciplinary programme of inquiry because we believe that 

students learn language, learn through language, and learn about 

language. 

1. Promote inquiry-based authentic language learning 

Students are encouraged to construct, think critically, and express 

themselves in a language they are comfortable & confident in. They are 

encouraged to know not only the language skills but its usage, their 

interests and needs. The students are given opportunities to read books 

/ texts, write, speak, and present (using different media) their thoughts 

& ideas as well as learning. 

2. Focus on the transdisciplinary nature of language 

learning. 

Language leads to inquiry and in an inquiry classroom (Home room or 

single subject) the teachers & students use language to research, 

share, present and appreciate learning. The school programme of 

inquiry looks at giving the students opportunities to exhibit, develop and 

use language. It gives scope for the strands of Language to be looked 

at, in the teaching & learning process- listening & speaking, viewing & 

presenting, reading, and writing. The students share their prior 

knowledge, research, reflect and present their understanding of the 

units through languages and in turn connect to how it works as well as 

further use it to express their understanding of new situations. 

3. Provide feedback to support learning. 

Language is a powerful tool for providing feedback to parents, students, 

teachers, and administrators of the school. The students & teachers 

may choose to write, illustrate, use ICT (Information and 

Communication Technology), anecdotes to give or receive feedback for 

further learning /or planning in their teaching & learning process. 
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4. Teaching and learning addresses the diversity of student 

language needs 

Differentiation in language lessons is based on best practices according 

to the standards and practices of the IB. All teachers respond to 

students’ needs and may therefore provide individualized instruction 

guided in some cases by specific learning goals and Individual Learning 

Plans (ILPs). Teaching strategies may include working in small groups, 

using different resources with different levels of language complexity, 

as well as changing the level of questioning and tasks for individual 

students. Students may also have choices so they can follow their own 

interests or use a preferred learning style.  

 

5. Assessment at the school aligns with the requirements of 

the programme(s)  

Assessment is integral to teaching and learning at DPSG. Using a range 
of tools and strategies, teachers can determine students’ knowledge, 
skills, understanding and attitudes towards language.   At the School, 
teachers use pre-assessment to determine what students already 
know, can do and understand. 
Formative assessment is used to check in and to give constructive 
feedback.  Summative assessments are used to gather evidence about 
student’s learning at the end of a unit.   
Various forms of both formative and summative assessment may be 
used.  Along with teacher assessment, students are often asked to peer 
or self-assess as well.  Assessments are reported to parents in different 
ways. Students receive written report cards about their language 
learning. (For details, refer to the assessment policy) 
 

1. The school utilizes the resources and expertise of the 

community to enhance learning within the programme 

Students have access to other resources such as newspapers and 
magazines –that they can also subscribe to- in a variety of languages, 
which help them to be aware of current affairs, to foster an interest in 
reading, and to develop confidence, fluency, and comprehension. 
Interactive Smartboards are also used to encourage a more interactive 
approach to teaching and learning to accommodate the various learning 
styles of the students. 
The community is considered a valuable resource to aid language 
learning. Students go on numerous field trips such as to museums, 
libraries, theatres, and cinemas where they have an opportunity to use 
the host country language in context and gain an insight into the host 
country culture. 
Guest speakers such as story tellers or representatives from different 
organizations are frequently invited to school, which helps students to 
make connections with the community. Throughout the year, students 
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are exposed to numerous celebrations linked to the diverse cultures 
around the world to promote international mindedness. and an 
appreciation of the host country’s culture. 
 
Developing Languages in Primary School  
 
Developing the Oral, Visual and Written aspect of language: PYP 
 Language scope and sequence is formed under the following areas:  

•  Oral - Listening and Speaking.  

•  Visual - Viewing and Presenting.  

• Written - Reading and Writing.  

Language Scope and Sequence is planned horizontally and vertically 
and has aspects of teaching, learning, reflecting and assessing in both 
ways i.e., Formative and Summative. 
The following strategies are adopted to ensure that every student is 
provided with an opportunity to explore his/her maximum potential: 

•  Using visible thinking routines 

•  Extempore. 

•  Debate. 

•  Theatre. 

•  Writing argumentative, persuasive articles/essays, 

imaginative stories etc. 

•  Public Speaking. 

•  Celebrating various occasions and festivals 

•  Spell-well and Vocabulary Building 
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INCLUSION AND LEARNING DIVERSITY 
 

What is Inclusion?  
Inclusion is defined as an ongoing process which acknowledges the 
diversity of students’ learning styles, strengths and challenges. It also 
acknowledges that some students face challenges in their participation, 
and benefit from education on account of an enduring physical, sensory, 
mental health or learning disability, and that the school community is 
committed to ensuring that barriers to learning are removed for all 
students. The Inclusive Education Policy can be understood as a policy 
which supports learning diversity and inclusion as per guidelines set out 
by the International Baccalaureate Organisation (IBO). 
 
It aims to increase access and engagement in learning for all students 
by identifying and removing barriers by the senior leadership team and 
school board in consultation with educators, learning support 
professionals, parents, students and all stakeholders to put in place 
processes. 
 
Differentiation is inclusion in practice. Inclusion and differentiation are 
most successful in the contexts of learning communities where there is 
a culture of collaboration that encourages and supports problem 
solving. It encompasses all students who may struggle with their 
studies; be it learning differences and disabilities, language 
development, neurodiversity, mental health disorders, issues around 
gender and sexuality, as well as difficult family situations. 
 
Principles: 
DPSG supports the following principles of an inclusive education 
whereby:   

• Education is enhanced by the creation of affirmative, 
responsive environments that promote a sense of belonging, 
safety, self-worth and holistic growth for every student.  

• Every educator is an educator of all students. 

• Learning is considered from a strength-based perspective. 

• Learning diversity is valued as a rich resource for building 
inclusive communities. 

• All learners belong and experience equal opportunities to 
participate and engage in quality learning. 

• Full potential is unlocked through connecting with, and building 
on, previous knowledge. 

• Assessment provides all learners with opportunities to 
demonstrate their learning, which is rewarded and celebrated. 

• All students in the school community fully participate in an IB 
education and are empowered to exercise their rights and 
accept their responsibilities as citizens. 

• All students in the school community have a voice and are 
listened to so that their input and insights are considered. 
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• All students in the school community develop the IB learner 
profile attributes and develop into inquiring, knowledgeable 
and caring young people who help to create a better and more 
peaceful world through intercultural understanding and 
respect. 

• Diversity is understood to include all members of a community. 

• All students experience success as a key component of 
learning. 

 
Policy Details: This policy conveys the school’s commitment to: 

• the principles of diversity, equality, and human dignity 

• the values of fairness and equitable treatment, inclusiveness, 
respect, collegiality, and integrity, honesty, and ethical 
behaviour 

• the importance of a sense of belonging 

• the importance of seeking balance between inclusive practices 
and healthy academic discourse 

• diversity as one of the foundations of excellence in teaching 
and learning, engagement, research, and discovery 

• It incorporates the views of all stakeholders i.e., Management, 
Teachers and Parents. 

• Use technology that is accessible to all learners 

• Promote ATLs that develop affective and metacognitive skills, 
and encourage students to view learning as something that 
they do for themselves in a proactive way 

 
Admission Policy 
The admission policy of the school requires that students meet basic 
academic requirements. Those who are differently abled will only be 
admitted if these academic requirements are met. The policies on 
inclusion and admission are aligned with the school’s mission 
statement, beliefs and vision.  
The number of students with special needs in our school population is 
small, with their needs mostly related to hearing or speech disabilities 
and ADHD. There is access to a certified resource teacher as needed. 
Screening and testing of potential special needs students are 
addressed at her level and external tests are recommended wherever 
required. Resource services are individualized to meet the unique 
needs of students who have disabilities. Compliance with and updating 
of these plans are the responsibility of the resource teacher / 
counsellors, school administrators and parents. 
 
Assessments in inclusive education 
In inclusive education assessment aims to 'celebrate' diversity by 
identifying and valuing all pupils' progress and achievements by 
providing flexible approaches to assessments. The purpose of inclusive 
assessment is to improve learning for all pupils in mainstream settings.  
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CHILD PROTECTION POLICY 

 

Fundamentals of Child Protection 
 
What is Child Protection Policy?  
 
A Child Protection Policy is a statement of intent that demonstrates the 
commitment to safeguarding children from harm and makes clear to all 
in an institution and who come into contact with it what is required in 
relation to the protection of children, and that child abuse in any form is 
unacceptable.  
Though the main purpose of the policy is to protect children from all 
forms of harm and create an enabling environment, it is also a tool to 
enhance the commitment of the organization to provide a child friendly 
environment through sensitizing persons associated and enforcing this 
policy.  
 
Purpose of the policy: 
 
Child protection is not just about health and safety. Its purpose is to help 
us to develop a common understanding of child protection issues, 
develop good practice across the diverse areas in which we operate 
and thereby increase accountability in this crucial aspect of our work. 
This policy, when put into practice, will help make sure that children are 
protected. It also ensures that staff and other representatives are 
protected.  
 
What is Child Abuse? 
 
Child abuse means any form of maltreatment inflicted on a child 
including physical abuse, sexual abuse and emotional abuse resulting 
in actual or potential harm to the child’s health, survival, development 
or dignity in the context of a relationship of responsibility, trust or power. 
 
Mental harassment is defined as negative or hostile behavior by one 
or more people, directly or indirectly targeting a third person. This is 
behavior that occurs repeatedly and systematically over an extended 
period, and is intended to attack or demean a person, to isolate or 
exclude them and to gradually force them out of their workplace or 
educational program. It refers to a combination of events which, when 
considered individually, may appear harmless, but which through their 
repetition have a destructive effect on the targeted person. 
Indicators of Abuse: 
 
Physical & Sexual Abuse  
a. Unexplained burns, cuts, bruises or welts in the shape of an object 
b. Bite marks 
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c. Refusal to discuss injuries 

d. Anti-social, violent and/or abrasive behavior 

e. Problems in school 
f. Fear of adult 
g. Showing wariness or distrust of adults 
h. Drug or alcohol abuse 
i. Self-destructive or suicidal behavior 
j. Depression or poor self-image 
 
 
Psychological Abuse  
a. Nightmares and bedwetting 
b. Drastic changes in appetite 

c. Over compliance or excessive aggression 

d. Fear of a particular person 

e. Withdrawal, secretiveness or depression 
f. Suicidal behavior 
g. Eating disorders  
h. Low self esteem 
i. Underachievement or lack of concentration  
j. Attention-seeking behavior 
 

Sexual Abuse Actual or likely exploitation of a child. The involvement of 
children and adolescents in sexual activities they do not truly 
comprehend, to which they are unable to give informed consent or that 
violate the social taboos of family roles. The following are some 
indicators of sexual abuse. Here it should be noted that according to the 
Supreme Court guidelines Sexual harassment can be defined as 
"unwelcome" sexually determined behavior (whether directly or by 
implication) as:  
 
1. Physical contact and advances 
2. Demand or request for sexual favors 
3. Sexually colored remarks. 
4. Allow children to engage in sexually provocative games with each 

other 
5. Showing pornography; and 
6. Other unwelcome physical, verbal or non-verbal conduct of a sexual 

nature. 
 
The following is sexual harassment and is covered by the 
committee:  
 
1. Eve-teasing, Unsavory remarks, Innuendos and taunts, 
2. Jokes causing or likely to cause awkwardness or embarrassment, 
3. Gender based insults or sexist remarks, 
4. Unwelcome sexual overtone in any manner such as over telephone 

(obnoxious telephone calls) 
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5. Touching or brushing against any part of the body and the like, 
6. Displaying pornographic or offensive or derogatory pictures, 

cartoons, or sayings. 
7. Forcible physical touch or molestation 
8. Physical confinement against one’s will and any other act likely to 

violate one’s privacy. 
 

Physical Indicators 

• Soreness or bleeding in the genital or anal areas or in the throat. 

• Torn, stained or bloody underclothes. 

• Chronic ailments such as stomach pains or headaches. 

• Difficulty in walking or sitting.  

• Frequent urinary or yeast infections. 

• Venereal diseases.  

Behavioral Indicators  

i. Abrupt changes in behavior such as self-harm, talks of suicide or 

attempt to suicide, poor impulse control etc. 

ii. Reluctance to go home. 

iii. Sexualized behavior or acting out sexually. 

iv. Low self-esteem. 

v. Wearing many layers of clothing regardless of the weather. 

vi. Recurrent nightmares or disturbed sleep patterns and fear of the 

dark. 

vii. Regression to more infantile behavior like bed-wetting, thumb-

sucking or excessive crying. 

viii. Poor peer relationships. 

ix. Eating disturbances. 

x. Negative coping skills, such as substance abuse and/or self-harm. 

xi. An increase in irritability or temper tantrums. 

xii. Fears of a particular person or object. 

xiii. Aggression towards others. 

xiv. Poor school performance. 

xv. Knowing more about sexual behavior than is expected of a child of 

that age:  

a) child may hate own genitals or demand privacy in an aggressive 
manner. 

b) child may think of all relationships in a sexual manner. 
c) child may dislike being his/her own gender. 
d) child may use inappropriate language continuously in his or her 

vocabulary or 
may use socially unacceptable slang. 
e) child may carry out sexualized play (simulating sex with other 

children). 
f) Unwarranted curiosity towards sexual act like visiting adult sites 

or watching adult images or content. 
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With regard to the Supreme Court Judgment and guidelines issued in 
1997 to provide for the effective enforcement of the basic human right 
of gender equality and guarantee against sexual harassment and 
abuse, more particularly against sexual harassment at work places and 
schools, CBSE has issued circulars since 2004 to all the schools, 
advising them to establish a permanent cell and a committee and to 
develop guidelines to combat sexual harassment, violence against 
women and bullying at the schools. The Protection of Children from 
Sexual Offences Act & Rules, 2012 deals with all manners of sexual 
offences, reporting mechanisms and subsequent penal consequences. 
Keeping this in mind, the Government of NCT of Delhi hopes to tackle 
the issues with a set of multidisciplinary prevention guidelines which are 
supported by legal provisions under the Delhi Juvenile Justice (Care 
and Protection of Children) Rules, 2009 and the Protection of Children 
from Sexual Offences Act7 2012. These guidelines serve as a method 
for numerous stakeholders from teachers to community welfare 
associations to the police to ensure that all possible steps are taken to 
prevent Child Abuse and empower children to "recognize symptoms of 
potentially abusive situations. It has further advised the schools to be 
proactive by developing a conducive atmosphere on the campus, where 
the status of woman/ girl student is respected, and they are treated 
equally without any bias or discrimination. Keeping the above guidelines 
in view, DPSG, Palam Vihar, has constituted a Child Protection 
Committee. The committee consists of members of faculty, 
administration, staff and students' representatives.   
 
Procedure for Approaching Committee 
 
The Committee deals with issues relating to mantal, physical, 
psychological and sexual abuse of children at the DPSG, Palam Vihar. 
It is applicable to all students, staff and faculty. A complaint of any kind 
of harassment may be lodged by the victim or a third party. A written 
complaint may be addressed to the Head of the committee. If the 
complaint is made to any of the Committee members, they may forward 
it to the Head of the Committee. 
 
Procedure for filing complaints: 

1. Complaint can be oral, by mail or in writing. If the complaint is 

oral it is to be converted into a written form by the sexual 

harassment committee along with the signature of the 

complainant. 

2. Upon the receipt of complaint by the any member of committee 

it is to be share to all the members within a daytime. 

3. If the complainant does not like to reveal his or her name, she 

or he can drop the grievance in the drop box placed at the 

reception area. 
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4. The complaint should reach the Head of the committee and the 

Principal within 2 days' time. 

 

Procedure for dealing with complaints: 
1. If any associate believes that he or she has been subjected to 

sexual harassment, such person may file a complaint with any 

member of the committee the committee member on receiving 

a complaint will intimate the committee Head, who would then 

arrange for a meeting within a week of receipt of the complaint 

and will take the necessary steps. 

2. It will consider the witness’s testimonies of the other relevant 

persons and review the evidence in detail. The committee 

should ensure that sufficient care is taken to avoid any 

retaliation. 

3. During the process the complainant and accused would be 

expected to refrain from any form of threat. 

Response protocol  
 

• if the child discloses abuse 

• We have to keep in mind the 5 R’s 

• Receive – Listen to the child and do not interrupt while the child is 
recalling events 

• Reassure - Tell the child that she/he has done the right thing by 
sharing it with us. Also ensure that the matter can be taken with the 
concerned persons to safeguard her/him. 

• Respond - Care must be taken while asking questions and it 
should not lead the child to change her/his statement. 

• Record - A note of the discussion should be made immediately 
after it has taken place which should record: 

• What the child revealed about the incident, the date, time, place it 
took place. It should also have information about the persons 
involved. Any injury observed should be described in detail. 

•  Report - Report must be made immediately with the person 
concerned with the committee. No attempt should be made to 
discuss concerns or fears with the parents or with anyone who is 
not involved with the care of the child.   

i) Believe him or her. The most important thing is to believe in 

the child. Children rarely lie about abuse; what is more 

common is a child denying that abuse happened when it did. 

Tell the child you believe him/her. 

ii) Don’t be emotionally overwhelmed and try to remain 

composed while talking to the child. 
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iii) Do not interrogate the child. It can be traumatic for the 

child to repeat his/her story numerous times. Leave the 

questioning to the legal and police personnel. 

iv) Reassure the child that abuse is not their fault. The 

child's greatest fear is that he or she is responsible for abuse. 

Be sure to make it clear that what happened is not a result of 

anything he/she did or did not do. This is particularly important 

when the accused person is a member of the child's family, 

such as his or her father, and the child feels guilty at having put 

that person to trouble. Reassure them that prompt and 

adequate steps will be taken to stop the abuse. 

v) Do not make promises you can’t keep. Do not make 

promises such as the child will never have to see the abuser 

again, that nothing will change, or other such promises. 

vi) Believing and supporting the child are two of the best 

actions to start the 

• healing process. Appropriate and helpful responses to 

disclosures are as follows: 

a) “I am glad you told me, thank you for trusting me.” 

b) “You are very brave and did the right thing.” 

c) “It wasn’t your fault.” 

 
Decision and Action 
 
Once the investigation is completed, a determination will be made 
regarding the validity of the harassment allegation. If it is determined 
that harassment has occurred; prompt, remedial action will be taken. 
The committee members will share the investigation details and the 
findings thereof with the appropriate functional head and agree on the 
applicable disciplinary action. This may include some or all the 
following: - 
 
(a) In the case Staff of academic/administrative/ technical/ non-
teaching staff/ management, disciplinary action could be in the form of 
one or more of the following: -  
 

a) Warning.  
b) Written apology.  
c) Adverse remarks in the Confidential Report.  
d) Debarring from supervisory duties. 
e) Denial of re-employment.  
f) Stopping of increments/promotion.  
g) Reverting, demotion. 
h) Transfer, if applicable. 
i) Dismissal 
j) Any other relevant mechanism. 
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 (b) In case of students, disciplinary action could be in the form of: - 
 

(i) Warning.  
(ii) Written apology.  
(iii) Withholding results.  
(iv) Debarring from exams.  
(v) Debarring from holding posts.  
(vi) Expulsion.  
(vii) Denial of admission.  
(viii) Any other relevant mechanism.  

 
(NOTE: The reasons for the action must be provided in writing. Action 
will be taken against person(s) who try to pressurize the complainant in 
any way).  
 
Functions and Role of the Committee 
 
1.Workshops and training modules:  
 
DPSG PV will conduct workshops and peer training sessions for 
students, parents and teachers at regular intervals. The aim of these 
workshops will be:  
*What constitutes abuse and exploitation?  
*Manner of reporting and complaining (how and to whom)  
*To address the nature, cause and effect of abuse  
*To counter and deal with the consequences constructively  
*Self-disclosure and safety guidelines for potential instances ahead  
 
2.Role of Student Representatives:  
 
The committee will elect and appoint 15 student representatives (Senior 
& Junior School) who will play the following roles:  
*Act as peer complaint mediators, with whom the students can discuss 
their issues 
*Participate in peer workshops and work with teachers towards a plan 
of action  
*Create peer facilitators within their own grades, who keep track of any 
cases  
*Report and observe the misbehavior of any student for possible 
abuse/issue  
 
3.Employee Awareness about POCSO and Child Protection 
Rights:  
 
*An annexure highlighting safety rules will be circulated and signed by 
each employee which makes them aware of their rights as well as duties  
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*The act against any form of abuse will be put up at a visible board for 
easy access  
*The complaint protocol and manner of reporting will be written 
alongside and made visible through notice boards and displays  
 
4. Annual Reports 
 
In case of mental harassment, the counselor will submit the mental 
health Examination report along with evident data to the Principal.  
Ms. __________________________________will maintain an annual 
record of: (Student/teacher /Committee person /Principal) 
*Cases (reported)  
*Time bound actions followed  
*Confidentiality and equality ensured for the person in question  
*Follow up actions: punishments or otherwise  
*Teacher initiatives  
*Redressal  and resolving of the cases  
 
5. Meetings and timely discussions of the Committee:  
 
The Committee will also hold timely meetings, to discuss the plan of 
action, potential cases, queries and updates which will be supervised 
by the Committee and the Principal. 
This will ensure the functioning and progress of the ideas implemented 
within the school.  
 
 
Appropriate Standards of Behavior for Staff should:  
 
i. Provide an enabling environment for children's personal, physical, 
social, emotional, moral and intellectual development.  
 
ii. Encourage and respect other employee's and children's voices and 
views.  
 
iii. Be inclusive and involve all children without selection or exclusion 
based on gender, disability, ethnicity, religion or any other status.  
 
iv. Be aware of the potential for peer abuse (eg: children bullying, 
discriminating against, victimizing or abusing children).  
 
v. Develop special measures/supervision to protect younger and 
especially vulnerable children from peer and adult abuse.  
 
vi. Be aware of high-risk peer situations (eg: unsupervised mixing of 
older and younger children and possibility of discrimination against 
minors).  
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vii. Avoid placing oneself in a compromising or vulnerable situation 
when meeting with children.  
 
viii. Meet with a child in a public, central location whenever possible.  
 
ix. Immediately report the circumstances of any situation which occurs 
which may be subject to misinterpretation.  
 
x. Make oneself aware and educated on the laws, rules and guidelines 
related to child protection as amended from time to time.  
 
Inappropriate/Offensive behavior for staff and employees:  
 
i. Hit or otherwise physically assault a child. 
 
ii. Use language that will mentally or emotionally abuse  
 
iii. Show discrimination of race, culture, age, gender, disability, religion, 
sexuality, political persuasion or any other status.  
 
iv. Develop a sexual relation with a child.  
 
v. Kiss, hug, fondle, rub or touch a child in an inappropriate or culturally 
insensitive way.  
 
vi. Do things of a personal nature that a child could do for him/herself, 
including dressing, bathing and grooming.  
 
vii. Initiate physical contact unless initiated by the child (eg: holding 
hands).  
 
viii. Suggest inappropriate behavior or relations of any kind.  
 
ix. Allow children to engage in sexually provocative games with each 
other.  
 
x. Stand aside when they see inappropriate actions inflicted by children 
on other children because it is frequent and commonplace.  
 
 
 
Behavior Protocols for volunteers & staff members:  

 
1) Should not give cash or any kind of gifts directly to the children, but 

always channelize the same through officials.  
2) Should not collect photos, videos, or stories of children and/or 

upload the same on blogs or any social networking sites without 
prior permission from the authority.  
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3) Should not ask personal details of the child without a certain reason 
and if known, then not to divulge it to others.  

4) Should not ask any child to meet alone outside campus.  
 
 
 
Legal framework for Child Protection in India/Delhi  
 
A. The Constitution of India  
 
B. The Protection of Children from Sexual Offences Act, 2012  
 
C. The Juvenile Justice (Care & Protection of Children) Act, 2000 and 
The Delhi Juvenile Justice (Care & Protection of Children) Rules, 2009  
 
D. The Right of Children to Free and Compulsory Education Act, 2009  
 
 
CONCLUSION  
The school will ensure that all employees and students will feel safe and 
secure in the premises. The policy will be implemented and reviewed 
by the Committee from time to time as per the need. The school 
reserves the right to amend, abrogate, modify, and rescind/reinstate the 
entire policy or any part of it any time.  
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SCHOOL LIBRARY RULES 
 

1. Each member/student will be provided a non-transferable 

borrower’s ticket at the beginning of the new session which is to 

be produced before the librarian to get books issued from the 

library. 
 

2. The students shall not sub-lend the books issued by the library. 
 

3. Borrowers must satisfy themselves about the physical condition 

of the books before borrowing or else they shall be held 

responsible for any damage or mutilation noticed at the time of 

returning. 
 

4. If the book is lost, the reader has to pay the cost of the book or 

replace the book. 
 

5. The students must return the book on the given due date. 
 

SCHOOL  UNIFORM 
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BOOKS AND UNIFORM 
 

STEP BY STEP PROCESS ON THE WORKING OF  
THE CONVENIENCE STORE ERP 

 
1. Parent(s) will Login into SMS, using their login ID & password. 

 
2. They will click on convenience store tab. 

 
3. They will choose a category i.e. Books/Uniform, then select the 

“Set of books” (loose will be made available afterwards) OR 

“Uniform Items”. 
 

4. They will add the selected items & go to CART. 
 

5. They will then proceed to make the payment via Net 

banking/Debit Card/Credit Card. 
 

6. They will go to “My Orders” section, under the :Convenience 

Store” tab, where the PDF of BARCODED invoice has been 

generated after the successful payment, and is available for 

download. 
 

7. They will take a print out the BARCODED invoice. 
 

8. Central accounts will verify the receipt of payment & confirm the 

same on the ERP within two (2) working days. 
 

9. Pick up Point at the Convenience Store/Delivery Date. 
 

FOR BOOK SET(S); 
 

As per the banking norms, any online payment will take two (2) 

working days to get cleared. Therefore, it is mandatory that the 

payments be made two (2) working days before the scheduled 

date of pick-up of the Book Set(s), such that the payments can 

get confirmed by accounts. The confirmation of payments will 

also be visible to the parent on the ERP. 
 

After the above confirmation, the delivery date will be populated 

on the parents/student dashboard. The parent will visit the 

convenience store, which is the designated pick-up-point in the 

school with the hard copy of the invoice. 
 

Vendor will scan the invoice & handover the book set(s) to the 

Parent / Student. 

 
FOR LOOSE BOOKS / NOTEBOOKS/ STATIONERY; 
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(sale of loose books, notebooks and stationery will be 

announced at a later date) 
 

As per the banking norms, any online payment will take two (2) 

working days to get cleared. Therefore, it is mandatory that the 

payments be made two (2) working days before the scheduled 

date of pick-up of the books/notebooks/stationery, such that the 

payments can get confirmed by accounts. The confirmation of 

payments will also be visible to the parent on the ERP. 
 

After the above confirmation, the delivery date will be populated 

on the parents/student dashboard. The parent will visit the 

convenience store, which is the designated pick-up-point in the 

school with the hard copy of the invoice. 
 

Vendor will scan the invoice & handover the books/notebooks/ 

stationery to the Parent/Student. 

 
FOR UNIFORM(S); 

 
As per the banking norms, any online payment will take two (2) 

working days to get cleared. Therefore, it is mandatory that the 

payments be made two (2) working days before the scheduled 

date of pick-up of the Uniform(s), such that the payments can 

get 

 
confirmed by accounts. The confirmation of payments will also 

be visible to the parent on the ERP. 
 

After the above confirmation, the delivery date will be populated 

on the parents/student dashboard. The parent will visit the 

convenience store, which is the designated pick-up-point in the 

school with the hard copy of the invoice. 
 

Vendor will scan the invoice & handover the uniform(s) to the 

Parent/Student. 
 

Only in the case of “Book Set(s)”, the class teacher would have 

to “log-on” to the ERP portal and confirm that “ALL THE ITEMS 

OF THE BOOK SET” have been delivered by the vendor. 
 

Once the above confirmation has been received from the class 
teacher, funds pertaining to that particular sale transaction, will 
be released to the vendor.
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IMPORTANT NOTE: 
 

1. There will be “NO CASH PURCHASES” at the convenience 
store. 

 
2. All the purchases shall be from the ERP System only. 

 
3. Any cases of “replace or return” will be out of the purview ERP 

System, i.e. in the case of “replace or return” if any amount is to 

be paid by the parent or refunded by the vendor, then it will be 

between the parent & vendor, and for such cases cash 

transactions will be permitted 
 

4. In-case where Vendor doesn’t hold inventory for the paid items, 

the ERP will highlight the delay of delivery. The School is 

required to review the ERP-MIS reports and instruct the vendor 

to comply with timely deliveries. 
 

5. You are requested to designate your “Administrative Officer” to 

manage this process and ensure its smooth functioning. They 

are to review the ERP-MIS reports for compliance on delivery & 

ensure that the vendor has adequate Inventory of all the items 

that has been sold. 
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TRANSPORT RULES 
 

1. The School makes transport arrangements for the children 

through its own fleet of buses on an annual contract explicitly on 

request from parents. 
 

2. Unauthorised travelling in the buses is viewed as serious 

offence and can lead to a fine of Rs.500 per day. 
 

3. Parents are expected to co-operate with the school by ensuring 

that their children travelling in the buses report at their 

embarking points well on time, carry their identity card with them 

all the time and behave in a disciplined way, in the interest of 

their own safety as well as that of the other users. 
 

4. In case of any problem or any mishap, the parents are advised 

to avoid any altercation with drivers and conductors. They 

should immediately contact the school authorities on the phone 

number given on the bus, or the phone number given in the 

almanac. The school will ensure appropriate action in such 

circumstances. For any information whatsoever, parents are 

expected not rely on any information that they may get from 

drivers and conductors. For information related to their wards 

and academic process, timing or working days, they should 

contact the school directly. 
 

5. Parents are requested to study the specified routes and opt for 

those which suit them best. Please remember that it is not 

possible to cater to individual requirements at the cost of time 

and distance. 
 

6. Students are not allowed to travel in any other bus route except 

their own route. However, they can do so with permission from 

the respective bus in charge. 
 

7. The bus drivers are authorized to stop the bus only at the 

designated stops. The bus will not wait for latecomers. 
 

8. The use of bus facility cannot be discontinued in the middle of 

the session. It may, however, be discontinued latest by 15th 

June after submitting an online request through school ERP 

system only. 
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9. School bus routes will be decided in the general interest of the 

larger student community and not on a particular/individual 

demand. 

 
10. The application record on dairy can be filled after applying on 

the ERP system. All actions will be subject to 

applying/requesting online only. 

 

BEHAVIORAL PRACTICE 
 

• Students are expected to behave in a courteous manner. Be 

seated when the bus is in motion. No student is allowed to 

stand on the footboard. 

 

• Unruly behavior, tearing of seat covers, breaking window 

panes or related offences will result in heavy penalty and 

withdrawal of bus facility. 

 

• Avoid throwing any thrash/food inside or outside the bus. 

 

• Follow the instructions of the teacher in charge. He/She has 

the authority to report any offence to the Principal 

immediately. 
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CALENDAR ACTIVITY 
SESSION 2021-22 

PRE PRIMARY WING ACTIVITY DETAILS 
(FOR F BLOCK) 

 

Month Activity 

April World Health Day 

Earth Day 

May Labour Day 

Colour the World-Inter School 

July Monsoon Magic 

August Just Dance- Inter School 

Independence Day Event 

Janmashtami Celebration  

 

September Grand Parents Day & Hindi Diwas 

Sports Event-Inter School 

October Gandhi Jayanti 

Dussehra Celebration 

Diwali Celebration 

Halloween 

December Literary Event-Inter School 

January Kite Making Activity 

February Picnic 
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PRIMARY WING (Grade 2 to 5) 
(List of Activities) 

 
Month Activity 

April First House Meeting 

Painting & Poster making Inter House Competition 

Earth Day-Art Activity 

Hindi Calligraphy-Inter House Competition 

May English Poem Recitation 

Art Activity- Father’s Day 

July English Calligraphy-Inter House Competition 

Hindi Poem Recitation 

Mask Making Inter House 

Investiture Ceremony 

August Inter House Basketball Competition 

Song Competition 

Book Mark Making 

Inter House Craft Competition 

September Memory Game 

Show n Tell 

Paper Tearing & Pasting Activity 

October Inter House Skating Competition 

Toy Talk Activity 

November Annual Day 

Science Quiz 

Inter House Paper Folding Activity 

December Inter House Football Competition 

G K Quiz 

Bottle Painting Inter House Activity 

Gift Wrapping Activity 

January Maths Class Quiz 

Best Out of Waste 

February Picnic 
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MIDDLE WING (Grade 6 to 8) 
(List of Activities) 

 
Month Activity 

April Bulletin Board Competition  

Poem on Nature (Depiction & Enaction) 

Patriotic Poem Recitation (Hindi-Sacrifice) 

Poster Making Competition (Going Green) 

May Skit Competition on Dignity of Labour 

English Poem Competition (Strength of the 

woman) 

July Calligraphy Competition- Sacred 

Texts(Hindi/English) 

Math Rap, PPT & Movie Making 

Group Dance-Saawan ke Jhule 

August Group Song Competition (Maa Tujhe Salaam) 

Dance Competition(Valour of Tricolour) 

Selection of Teams for Sports Events 

September Sports Week (Field, Track, Team Game) 

Best out of Waste Art Activity 

October Rangoli Competition 

Bulletin Board Competition (Beauty in Math) 

Story Writing/Narration (Ghost Stories) 

November Annual Day 

Science Quiz 

Inter House Paper Folding Activity 

December Elocution Competition, Debate (9 -11) 

Just a minute 

Spelling Competition 

Web Page Designing Competition 
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SENIOR WING (Grade 9 to 12) 
(List of Activities) 

Month Activity 

April Bulletin Board Competition  

Hindi Poster Making  

Bulletin Board Border Making Competition 

Poetry Recitation 

May Information Poster Drafting Competition 

Creative Writing Competition 

Environment Club Activity 

Investiture Ceremony 

MUN 

July Ecovention 

Movie Making Competition 

Kavita Lekhan Pratiyogita 

Hands-On Science Stall 

Bulletin Board Competition 

August Dance Competition 

Mathematika (Model Making on Real Life 

Application of Math) 

Heritage Walk 

Paper Craft Competition 

Group Song Competition 

September Sports Week (Field, Track, Team Game) 

Quiz Competition (On Social Sciences) 

Vaad Vivad Pratiyogita (World Literacy Day) 

Photography Competition 

October Bulletin Board based on Social Theme/Current 

Topic 

Declamation Competition 

Astronomy Club Activity 

November National Financial Literacy Assessment Test 

December Chemistry Club Activity 
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 SHAPING LEADERS FOR BETTER TOMORROW 
 

(STUDENT COUNCIL) 
 
In DPSG we uphold the ideology of imparting holistic education. 

Development of leadership skills features very prominently in shaping 

and moulding a chiselled personality to uphold the DPSG banner and 

thereby develop Indian ethos with global outlook. The prefects are trail 

blazers and they can bring about a seamless integration in academic 

focus with discipline and sincerity that ultimately develops the value 

system. A student council provides an opportunity for students to 

engage in a structured partnership with teachers, parents and school 

managers in the operation of their school. Asa result they can motivate 

the students to be very effective stakeholders. 
 
The DPSGites elect their leaders keeping the tenets of democracy in 

mind. DPSG, Palam Vihar is in sync with the policy to incorporate the 

same democratic methodology in the election of prefects and ultimately 

in shaping the student council. The students follow the system of 

universal franchise and secret ballot in casting their vote to elect the 

prefects of their choice. Before the election, student council committee 

does the screening on the basis of the parameters like academic 

record, participation in school activities, discipline, confidence etc. The 

selected students present their manifesto on a specific day. 

Subsequently, formation of prefectorial board is streamlined by the core 

team and student council committee. Multi-hued attributes of the 

student council give it a defining edge. The council members are the 

caretakers of the code of conduct. The core functions of council are: 
 
 Upliftment in terms of sports, cultural and literary activities. 

 

 Ensuring participation in various school events. 
 

 Shouldering responsibilities during inter school and intra school 

competitions. 
 

 Monitoring school discipline during assembly and school 
events. 

 

 Conducting regular interaction with class representatives of 

various classes for any kind of problem/suggestion 
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DPSG-ERP 
 

(www.https://dpsgs.org/sms) 

 
Delhi Public School Palam Vihar formally launched 'Enterprise 

Resource Planning' (ERP) in the school. DPSG-ERP is a web and IVR 

based system that enables parents to access students' information and 

continual progress in real time. Parents can access students' and 

school related activities on the web by using a secured login provided 

to them. 
 
 Technology is an integral part of the teaching-learning process and 

builds an effective and transparent parent-teacher-student-school-

coordination. It is a programme to integrate data and processes of 

the school into a single unified system. It is a complete school 

management and effective resource planning solution. ERP saves 

time and human resources, lends transparency, and makes system 

efficient, leading to overall improvement in the institution. The 

website provides the following information of students and school: 
 

 The student's profile as exists in the school records. 
 

 Attendance details of the student with the days when he/she was 
absent. 

 

 Marks/Grades obtained in different Unit Tests/Examination/ 
Activities. 

 

 Detailed daily time table being followed in the student's class. 
 

 Learning progress that has occurred in the student's class. 
 

 Home task assigned in the student's class. 
 

 Periodic planners/schedules. 
 

 Latest circulars & notice issued. 
 

 Discipline issue with the student 
 

 Leaves taken by the student 
 

 Health Records 
 

 View and download fee bills and pay Online 
 

 Request for change in transport/lab fee/TC etc 
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REQUEST FOR CHANGE IN TRANSPORT/TC/LAB 

 
TRANSPORT SERVICES: 

 
1. Parents needs to log in into the SMS portal. 
2. Click on “Change Request Form” 
3. Select “Transport” from the tabs. Select “Father/Mother/Guardian” 

from the text book. 
4. Select “Change/Discontinue/Add” the service from the next text box. 
5. In case of change of route please provide details such as pick up 

address, stop addresses and with effect from. In case of discontinue 
of service, provide the reason and with effect from. 

6. Submit your request by clicking on” Transport Request” 
7. After final approval the same will be reflected on the parent's portal 

in SMS. 

 
TRANFER SERVICES: 

 
1. Parents needs to log in into the SMS portal. 
2. Click on “Change Request Form” 
3. Select “Transfer” from the tabs. Select “Father/Mother/Guardian” 

from the text book. 
4. Select “Transfer Type” and give proper “Transfer Reason”. 
5. Upload supporting documents and submit your request by clicking 

on “Transfer Request” 

 
After final approval the same will reflected on the parent's portal in SMS. 

 
For any further queries please contact your respective class teacher. 

 
LAB SERVICES (For Class XI and XII): 

 
1. Parents needs to log in into the SMS portal. 
2. Click on “Change Request Form” 
3. Select “Lab” from the tabs. Select “Father/Mother/Guardian” from the 

text book. 
4. Select “Change/ Discontinue” the service from the next text box. 

 
5. In case of change of lab please provide details such as subject 

combination and with effect from. In case of discontinue of service 
provide the reason and with effect from. 

6. Submit your request by clicking on “ Lab Request” 

 
After final approval the same will be reflected on the parent's portal in SMS. 
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THE NATIONAL ANTHEM OF INDIA 

 
The Indian National Anthem originally composed in Bengali by Guru 

Rabindranath Tagore was adpopted in its Hindi version by the Constituent 

Assembly as the National Anthem of India on 21st January 1950. It was 

first sung on 27th December 1911 at the Calcutta session of the Indian 

National Congress. The complete song consists of five stanzas. The 

playing time of the National Anthem is approximately 52 seconds. The 

lyrics were rendered into English by Tagore himself. 

 

जन गण मन अिधनायक जय हे 

भारत भाअ वधाता पंजाअिसु 

गुजरातमराठा  ाअ वड़ उêल िंग 

अ व अ हमाचल यमुनागंगा उêल 

जअलध तरं ग तव शुभनामे जागे 

तव शुभआशीष माग े
 

 

गाहेतव जयगाथा जन गण 

मंगलदायकजय हे भारत 

भाअ वधाता जय हे, जय हे, 

जय हे जय जय जय जय हे! 

 
 

Jana gaDa mana adhināyaka jaya 

hē Bhārata bhāgya Vidhātā 

Pañjāba Sindhu Gujarā a Marāhā 

Drāvi a Utkala BaDga  
Vindhya Himācala Ãamunā Ga gā 
 
Ucchala jaladhi tara ga 
 
Tava śubha nāmē jāgē 
 
Tava śubha āśiKa māgē 
 
Gāhē tava jaya gāthā 
 
Jana gaDa ma gala dāyaka jaya 

hē Bhārata bhāgya vidhātā 
 
Jaya hē jaya hē jaya hē 

Jaya jaya jaya jaya hē 

 
 
 

 

English Translation: 
 

Thou art the ruler of the minds of all people  
dispenser of India's destiny,  

Thy name rouses the hearts of Punjab, Sindh, Gujarat and Maratha  
of the Dravida and Orissa and Bengal;  

It echoes in the hills of the Vindhyas and Himalayas,  
it mingles in the rhapsodies of the pure waters of Yamuna and the Ganga  

and is chanted by the waves of the Indian Sea;  
They pray for thy auspicious blessings and sing thy praise.  

The salvation of all people in thy hands,  
the dispenser of India's destiny,  
Victory, Victory, Victory to Thee. 
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 Academic Calendar 2021-22

1 Th Session Break 1 Sa 1 Tu 1 Th
School Reopens

-All classes

2 Fr 2 Su 2 We 2 Fr

3 Sa 3 Mo 3 Th 3 Sa   

4 Su 4 Tu 4 Fr 4 Su

5 Mo School reopens 5 We 5 Sa 5 Mo

6 Tu 6 Th 6 Su 6 Tu

7 We 7 Fr 7 Mo 7 We

8 Th 8 Sa 8 Tu 8 Th

9 Fr 9 Su 9 We 9 Fr

10 Sa 10 Mo 10 Th 10 Sa

11 Su 11 Tu 11 Fr 11 Su

12 Mo 12 We 12 Sa 12 Mo

13 Tu 13 Th 13 Su 13 Tu

14 We Ambedkar Jayanti 14 Fr
Eid-ul-Fitar, Summer 

break starts (Nur - 8)
14 Mo 14 We

15 Th 15 Sa Investiture Ceremony 15 Tu 15 Th

16 Fr 16 Su 16 We 16 Fr

17 Sa Meet and Greet PTM 17 Mo 17 Th 17 Sa

18 Su 18 Tu 18 Fr 18 Su

19 Mo 19 We 19 Sa 19 Mo

20 Tu 20 Th 20 Su 20 Tu

21 We 21 Fr 21 Mo 21 We

22 Th 22 Sa 22 Tu 22 Th

23 Fr 23 Su
Summer break starts

(9-12)
23 We 23 Fr

24 Sa 24 Mo Summer PLDP starts 24 Th 24 Sa

25 Su 25 Tu 25 Fr 25 Su

26 Mo 26 We 26 Sa 26 Mo

27 Tu 27 Th 27 Su 27 Tu

28 We 28 Fr Summer  PLDP ends 28 Mo 28 We

29 Th 29 Sa 29 Tu 29 Th

30 Fr 30 Su 30 We 30 Fr

31 Mo 31 Sa

April JulyJuneMay
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 Academic Calendar 2021-22

1 Su 1 We 1 Fr 1 Mo Haryana Day

2 Mo 2 Th 2 Sa Gandhi Jayanti 2 Tu Diwali break

3 Tu 3 Fr 3 Su 3 We

4 We 4 Sa PTM 4 Mo 4 Th

5 Th 5 Su 5 Tu 5 Fr

6 Fr 6 Mo 6 We 6 Sa

7 Sa 7 Tu 7 Th 7 Su

8 Su 8 We 8 Fr 8 Mo

9 Mo Term 1 exam starts 9 Th 9 Sa 9 Tu

10 Tu 10 Fr 10 Su 10 We

11 We 11 Sa 11 Mo 11 Th

12 Th 12 Su 12 Tu 12 Fr

13 Fr 13 Mo 13 WeDushera break starts 13 Sa

14 Sa 14 Tu 14 Th 14 Su

15 Su Independence Day 15 We 15 Fr 15 Mo

16 Mo Term 1 exam ends 16 Th 16 Sa 16 Tu

17 Tu 17 Fr 17 Su 17 We

18 We 18 Sa 18 Mo 18 Th

19 Th 19 Su 19 Tu 19 Fr Guru Nanak Jayanti

20 Fr 20 Mo 20 We 20 Sa

21 Sa 21 Tu 21 Th 21 Su

22 Su Raksha Bandhan 22 We 22 Fr 22 Mo

23 Mo 23 Th 23 Sa 23 Tu

24 Tu 24 Fr 24 Su Karva Chauth 24 We

25 We 25 Sa 25 Mo 25 Th

26 Th 26 Su 26 Tu 26 Fr

27 Fr 27 Mo 27 We 27 Sa

28 Sa 28 Tu 28 Th 28 Su

29 Su 29 We 29 Fr 29 Mo

30 Mo Janmashtami 30 Th 30 Sa 30 Tu

31 Tu 31 Su

August September October November
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 Academic Calendar 2021-22

1 We 1 Sa New Yr Day 1 Tu 1 Tu Maha Shivratri

2 Th 2 Su 2 We 2 We

3 Fr 3 Mo 3 Th 3 Th

4 Sa PTM 4 Tu 4 Fr 4 Fr

5 Su 5 We 5 Sa 5 Sa

6 Mo 6 Th 6 Su 6 Su

7 Tu 7 Fr 7 Mo
Exams starts,

 classes-9-11
7 Mo

Exams begin,

 classes 6-8 

8 We 8 Sa 8 Tu 8 Tu

9 Th 9 Su Guru Gobind Jayanti 9 We 9 We

10 Fr 10 Mo School reopens 10 Th 10 Th

11 Sa 11 Tu 11 Fr 11 Fr

12 Su 12 We 12 Sa 12 Sa

13 Mo 13 Th 13 Su 13 Su

14 Tu 14 Fr 14 Mo
Exam ends,

classes 9-11
14 Mo

15 We 15 Sa 15 Tu 15 Tu

16 Th 16 Su 16 We 16 We
Exams end,

 classes 6-8 

17 Fr 17 Mo 17 Th 17 Th Holika Dahan

18 Sa Winter carnival 18 Tu 18 Fr 18 Fr Holi

19 Su 19 We 19 Sa 19 Sa

20 Mo 20 Th 20 Su 20 Su

21 Tu 21 Fr 21 Mo 21 Mo

22 We 22 Sa 22 Tu 22 Tu

23 Th 23 Su 23 We 23 We

24 Fr 24 Mo 24 Th 24 Th

25 Sa

Christmas , Winter 

break starts 25 Tu 25 Fr
Result, Classes 9 & 

11
25 Fr PTM

26 Su 26 We Republic Day 26 Sa 26 Sa

27 Mo Winter  PLDP starts 27 Th 27 Su 27 Su

28 Tu 28 Fr 28 Mo Classes begin 10&12 28 Mo

29 We 29 Sa 29 Tu

30 Th 30 Su 30 We

31 Fr Winter PLDP ends 31 Mo 31 Th

MarchJanuary FebruaryDecember
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I-Block, Palam Vihar, Gurugram, Haryana, India-122017 

Phone: 8595-020202, 0124-4398600 
Email: info.dpsgpv@dpsgs.org 

Website: www.dpsgs.org/palam-vihar 
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